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Abstract 

To avoid and/or reduce the risk of the various potential irreversible impacts associated 

with global climate change, many policies have been proposed to create reductions in 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in all sectors of the United State’s economy. Several 

US States and the Federal government are considering, or have already considered, 

adopting a policy called a low carbon fuel standard (LCFS) that seeks to reduce the 

average GHG intensity of fuels measured across the full fuel cycle. There is significant 

controversy over the selection of a life cycle assessment (LCA) model to measure full 

fuel cycle emissions because of the potential impacts on an LCFS policy. There is a 

debate over whether or not full fuel cycle emissions are useful standards for use in 

policies designed to set and reach GHG emission reduction goals. This paper compares 

structural differences within existing LCA models, and the impacts of the emission 

intensity scores produced by these models. It then introduces these results into a LCFS 

policy in a system dynamics (SD) model of the Minnesota transportation sector. A 

comparison between the full fuel cycle intensity emissions as produced by LCA models 

show that full fuel cycle emissions matter in evaluating fuel choices under the LCFS and 

differ with regard to pollutants, fuel choice, and jobs created from fuel choices. From the 

SD modeling scenarios, criteria were developed to help policy makers select an LCA 

model for use in an LCFS (or potentially other policies). Selection of an LCA model is 

driven by situation specific issues, values, and goals of policy makers; therefore, criteria 

developed in this paper will be helpful in determining which LCA model should be 

adopted under different political and social contracts.
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

This chapter introduces some of the basic history and theory behind the topics and 

methods used and assessed in this paper. First, the history of the low carbon fuel standard 

(LCFS) policy in the US is outlined, while explaining how theoretically it could be an 

important tool in addressing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the transportation 

sector. Then life cycle assessment (LCA) theory is introduced, along with its connection 

to an LCFS, as well as the reasons why it is a topic of policy debate. Next, an outline of 

system dynamics (SD) theory and modeling is related to how it is a used as a tool to 

analyze the potential economic and environmental impacts of the LCFS policy in the 

future. Finally, the primary questions posed in this analysis and an overview of how these 

questions will be addressed is summarized.   

 

In 2007, the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 

concluded “with near certainty,” (i.e. more than 90 percent confidence) that carbon 

dioxide and other heat-trapping GHGs created from human activities have been the main 

causes of global warming since 1950 (United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change [UN IPCC], 2007). A changing climate could have substantial negative 

impacts on ecosystems, weather patterns, and human health. The scientific consensus is 

that global climate change is caused by anthropogenic sources of GHG emissions, and 

that the associated projected rise in average global temperatures will lead to 

consequences for human health, economies, and the environment that could have 
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substantial lasting negative impacts (UN IPCC, 2007). Potential causes of health 

problems and economic and social strife include rising sea levels, changing local climates 

that impact agriculture, loss of biodiversity, ocean acidification, propagation of weather 

extremes, and altered drinking water resources. Policy makers in a number of nations and 

at all levels of government have been focused on developing policies to reduce GHG 

emissions from all sectors of the energy economy through a combination of incentives, 

education, and mandates. 

 

The transportation sector is the second most significant source of US GHG emissions 

(after the electricity sector) as it accounts for approximately 28% of GHG emissions in 

the US (Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 2006). Due to the transportation 

sector’s contribution to GHG emissions, policy makers at the federal and state level have 

explored and developed several different policy tools to reduce GHG emissions from this 

sector. These have traditionally included regulatory mandates, funding for the research 

and development of new fuel technologies, tax breaks, and loans. In general, biofuels 

have been the focus of such policies as a way to address climate change while 

simultaneously reducing dependence on foreign oil and creating economic opportunities 

in the US. However, a new policy called a low carbon fuel standard (LCFS) has recently 

(i.e. in the last ~5 years) entered into the public discourse as an alternative way to address 

climate change that both encourages the use of biofuels and alternative fuels while also 

encouraging the production of those fuels in ways that produce less GHGs or are more 

energy efficient. A regulated firm complies with the LCFS standard by either blending 
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fuels that produce fewer GHG emissions or proving that changes in production processes 

achieve GHG emissions reduction. 

. 

Low Carbon Fuel Standard Policy Background 

Under an LCFS, a regulated firm’s
1
 transportation fuel average GHG emission intensity 

(GHG emissions from all fuels per unit of energy contained within those fuels) as 

measured across the full fuel cycle must be equal to or lower than the state LCFS. In 

theory, a full fuel cycle GHG emission intensity score could include all direct and 

indirect GHG emissions generated in the production of fuel. In practice, the definition of 

what constitutes full fuel cycle emission intensity is vague as policy dictates what 

processes will be considered to contribute to full fuel cycle emissions. In existing 

versions of the policy, the LCFS has at least accounted for GHG emissions produced 

through feedstock extraction/growth, transport, storage, processing, distribution, and then 

eventual fuel use in vehicles as a part of full fuel cycle emission intensity. 

 

A LCFS policy has been passed into law in California and has been considered for 

implementation by other states and the federal government.  Governments outside the US 

are considering or have already instituted something similar to the LCFS. These 

governments include Arizona, Illinois, Minnesota, New Mexico, Oregon, Washington, 

regional groups such as the Midwest Governors Association (MGA), the European 

Union, United Kingdom, Germany, and Canada (Farrell et al., 2007; Environmental 

                                                 
1
 For the purposes of this paper, regulated firms will be considered to be fuel producers, importers, or 

blenders, using the typical LCFS legislative language. 
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News Service (ENS), 2009; MGA, 2007). While theoretically implementable in multiple 

sectors, so far, LCFS’s focus has been for transportation policy. In general, demand for 

fuels in the transportation sector are fairly inelastic, leading to concerns that other 

policies, such as taxes or even a cap and trade system, would not provide enough 

incentive to change behavior and adopt new technologies in this sector (Farrell et al., 

2007). The LCFS has been proposed to get around this by incentivizing changes in the 

production of the actual fuels. This is in contrast to another policy in frequent use, the 

renewable fuel standard (RFS) policy, which mandates that blenders on average blend a 

certain percentage of biofuel before being sent to fueling stations. 

 

California passed an LCFS for transportation fuels in 2007, and the California Air 

Resources Board (CARB) had developed a draft resolution that was adopted in April 

(CARB, 2009). The LCFS is designed to make fuel blends and fuels used in the 

transportation sector “cleaner” through the reduction of GHG emissions by regulating an 

industry’s average GHG from fuel sales on a GHG intensity basis. The definition of GHG 

emission intensity under this regulation is “the average full fuel cycle greenhouse gas 

emissions per unit of transportation fuel energy” (SB 210, 2008). In this particular case, 

GHGs are considered to be, at least at these initial stages to be methane, carbon dioxide, 

and nitrous oxide. The California rule applies to all transportation fuels sold in the state 

of California by producers, refiners, and importers. This primarily includes liquid fuels 

such as gasoline, diesel, ethanol, and biodiesel, but also covers non-liquid fuels such as 

natural gas, hydrogen, as well as electricity (CARB, 2008). The implementation of the 
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California LCFS is designed to be in line with California’s larger emissions goals meant 

to mitigate climate change. This means beginning on calendar year 2011, California’s 

standard will be 10% below state 2010 GHG emission intensity by 2020 and 80% below 

state 2010 GHG emission intensity by 2050 (CARB, 2008).  

 

The GHG emission intensity standard is based on GHG emissions measured across the 

full fuel cycle which includes the following fuel cycle steps (see Figure 1 for pre-vehicle 

use fuel pathway steps for petroleum): feedstock extraction, production, transport, 

storage, and use. (Farrell et al., 2007). Within these fuel cycle steps there may be multiple 

pathways, such as the difference between using grass or wood residue in the initial 

resource extraction step or a refinery using crude oil to produce gasoline or diesel at the 

fuel production step. More detailed full fuel cycle steps for each for the four liquid fuels 

(i.e. gasoline, diesel, ethanol, and biodiesel) analyzed in this paper is seen in Chapter 2. 

 

Figure 1: Fuel pathway steps of petroleum production used to measure fuel cycle emissions from the 

greenhouse gases, regulated emissions, and energy use in transportation (GREET) model (Unnasch, 

2007). 
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Fuel cycle emissions as the basis of an LCFS are measured using a methodology called 

LCA which analyzes the energy inputs and GHG outputs of each fuel pathway step 

pictured in Figure 1 plus final use in vehicles to produce a GHG emission intensity score 

for the full fuel cycle (data for individual steps are also provided) for a particular fuel 

pathway
2
. This analysis for fuels typically employs a LCA model whose use simplifies 

the LCA by providing a computerized platform where the user can make assumptions 

about the characteristics of a fuel pathway under study in order to produce GHG emission 

intensity scores quickly for a specific context.  

 

There are a variety of LCA models (see Chapter 2 for more detail), each with different 

internal structural assumptions, data sets, emissions/pollutants tracked, and limitations on 

the different fuel pathways in which emission intensity scores can be produced. In the 

case of California, the LCFS policy requires the use of CA-GREET which is a 

Californized version of the GREET LCA model (see Chapter 3 for additional details 

about this model) whereby California specific data is used to perform an LCA, and some 

additional model structure (e.g. accounting for co-products created in the production of 

ethanol) was developed and utilized (CARB, 2008). This California version has been 

incorporated into the standard GREET software as available default parameters for use. 

Other regions and states, such as Minnesota, that are considering the adoptions of an 

LCFS, have not established a definitive way of calculating full fuel cycle emissions. 

                                                 
2
 For simplicity in this analysis, a fuel pathway is considered as feedstock and fuel production technology 

used to produce a fuel. A fuel pathway could also incorporate information about where the feedstock 

originates. 
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Minnesota is considering LCFS legislation broadly similar to California in that regulation 

occurs at the blender, refiner, or importer of fuels, legislative goals are similar, and they 

regulate liquid fuels (Minnesota Senate Bill S.F. 13, 2009). 

 

The LCFS can create changes in the overall GHG intensity of the transportation sector by 

influencing the decisions of regulated entities and consumers through independent market 

mechanisms. Regulated firms can chose to make changes in their fuel production 

portfolio (i.e. ethanol versus gasoline) or changes in how these particular fuels are 

produced in order to meet the LCFS standard. They can also purchase credits generated 

by those who chose to exceed the LCFS in order to be in compliance with the law (Farrell 

et al., 2007). Due to these decisions there may be market impacts on the prices of fuel 

blends, influencing consumer fuel purchases. As an example of the way the LCFS 

typically works, an LCA model result would score the GHG emission intensity of corn 

grain ethanol based on power sources (i.e. coal or natural gas) used in production and the 

production process (i.e. dry or wet milling). Differences in processes, assumptions, and 

scope of LCAs can introduce a wide array of estimates of the carbon intensity of ethanol. 

In general, blending portfolio changes occur in the short term, technological changes 

occur in the longer term, and price impacts are short and long term impacts through 

vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and vehicle purchasing decisions respectively. These 

changes are dependent upon the fuels’ GHG emission intensity score both on an absolute 

basis and relative to each other. 
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As an example, two significantly divergent fuel pathways for producing ethanol are the 

production of ethanol using corn grain as a feedstock and a cellulosic ethanol using 

biomass as a feedstock (e.g. crop residue or prairie grass). The differences between the 

emission intensities of ethanol fuel from these two sources according to LCA models is 

due to several factors, but the main difference is likely from less fertilizer and pesticide 

used in the feedstock production/extraction step and less fossil energy used in the 

conversion to ethanol. For a more detailed look at the differences between liquid fuel 

scores see Chapter 3 for a comparison between emission intensity scores produced for 

select fuels from select models that will be used in this paper. More drastic changes like a 

transition to the production of cellulosic ethanol is more likely to occur given profitable 

credit generation under a LCFS standard that may lower the opportunity cost of using 

cellulosic ethanol. Also, because cellulosic ethanol’s LCA emission score is generally 

significantly lower than corn grain ethanol, less ethanol overall would need to be 

purchased or produced to meet the required standard. For example, if a regulated firm 

needs to reduce its overall average fuel emission intensity by 10%, it can reach its goals 

using a less emission intensive fuel whose emission intensity is 80% below the standard 

relative to a fuel whose emission intensity is only 25% below the standard. Therefore, 

using cellulosic sources to meet the LCFS may actually be cheaper for the refiner than 

using ethanol from corn grain even if ethanol from cellulosic sources is more expensive 

on a volumetric basis. Therefore, the selection of an LCA model to perform an LCA can 

have important consequences for how an LCFS policy impacts the state, region, or nation 

where such a policy is implemented.  
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Life Cycle Assessment Theory 

LCA is a “cradle-to-grave” approach for assessing industrial systems. In the case of fuels, 

“cradle-to-grave” begins with the extraction of raw materials as feedstocks, proceeds to 

the creation of the fuel, and ends at the point when fuel is used in vehicle engines or fuel 

cells. LCA evaluates all stages of a product’s life, including impacts not considered in 

more traditional analyses (e.g. raw material extraction, material transportation, and/or 

potentially indirect land use). However, most LCA methods also assume that these 

processes are not dependent on each other, occur linearly, and that there is a set definition 

of what emission producing processes are actually associated with fuel production (e.g. 

indirect land use change is most often not included). LCA provides a comprehensive 

view of the environmental impacts of the product or process from wherever the user 

selects as the beginning of its production to end use. 

 

LCA had its beginning in the 1960s, amid concerns about the limitations of raw materials 

and energy sources. After a series of preliminary research projects, in 1969 researchers 

initiated an internal study for the Coca-Cola Company that became the foundation for the 

current life cycle assessment methods in the United States used by the EPA and many 

companies in the US. In this particular case, researchers compared beverage containers to 

determine the one with the lowest releases of pollution into the environment and that used 

the fewest resources. Other companies in both the United States and Europe also began to 

perform similar LCAs in the early 1970s. Interest waned in the 1980s due to the receding 

concern over oil product shortages and the environment. However, methodology 
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continued to be refined. When concerns of hazardous waste and climate change become 

more prominent in the late 1980s and early 1990s respectively, new standardized 

methodology came to fruition in the form of some of the LCA models discussed in this 

paper, as well as a variety of other models and analysis used in government and private 

industry today (SAIC, 2006). 

 

The primary strength of the use of a LCA is in assessing a more complete product system 

and their multiple environmental impacts. The use of LCAs allow for policy makers to 

more fully assess product impacts and therefore avoid creating policy that only shifts the 

environmental impacts around within the system. As an example concerning fuels, when 

choosing between electricity for an electric vehicle and any other liquid fuel on the basis 

of GHG emissions from the vehicle using said fuel, there would not be a direct 

comparison between these two fuels. Combustion emissions associated with electricity 

production occur at the plant supplying power at the electric grid and not at the vehicle 

(as is the case with liquid fuels). Theoretically, electric vehicles could emit more on a full 

fuel cycle basis compared to traditional vehicles (e.g. if the electricity was produced from 

coal), but this would not be apparent if one is only considering tailpipe emissions. The 

other major strength of the LCA method is that it can help inform decision makers in 

multiple sectors, including industry, business, government, and nonprofits about the 

systems in which they operate. This is important for private fuels industries which might 

lack knowledge about their system’s overall energy use and emissions, beyond what 

occurs right at their facility (Farrell et al, 2007). LCA allows these decision makers to 
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systematically evaluate the environmental consequences of product selection, analyze 

trade-offs associated with products and the processes to make those products, quantify 

the environmental releases from each process in the system and use subsequent data 

generated to compare human health and ecological impacts as well as linking human 

activity to wastes generated (SAIC, 2006). 

 

The LCA method has two major limitations. First, performing an LCA is resource and 

time intensive and such analyses often are limited by the availability of data and the 

effort needed to gather the data.
3
 Second, LCA is not a policy making tool. It will not 

determine which products or processes are the most cost effective, efficient, or desirable. 

Therefore, the information developed in LCA study should be used as part of a more 

comprehensive decision making or evaluative process. Essentially, LCA is a highly informative, 

although labor intensive, tool that helps inform policy decisions. 

 

The choice of an LCA method and models to evaluate fuel choice under an LCFS policy 

is important because measurement of full fuel cycle emission intensity has been a major 

point of controversy. There is argument over several issues including the scope of the full 

fuel cycle analysis, especially given recent research into the indirect land use impacts of 

biofuels (Fargione et al., 2008; Searchinger et al., 2008). Though this particular issue is 

one of policy about what constitutes a full fuel cycle analysis that cannot be answered 

                                                 
3
 The typical formulation of the LCFS policy in existing legislation mitigates this problem by performing 

one statewide LCA using an LCA model. Individual firms can deviate from the results of this LCA by 

performing an LCA of their own system and then submitting results to a reviewer who can lower the 

official GHG emission intensity associated with a particular step in a fuel pathway. 
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through the use of any particular LCA, the conversation about this issue has lead to 

controversial scientific, political, and policy issues related to fair accounting of emissions 

for all fuels, transparency of the assessment that produces emission intensity scores for 

fuels, accuracy of theoretical scientific estimates in regards to the geographic area the 

LCFS would cover, scope of the emissions being accounted, and overall policy feasibility 

given the issues raised. All of this has led to public, stakeholder, and policy maker 

speculation about whether a standard based on full fuel cycle emissions would even 

matter. Some have argued that the LCFS be abandoned given controversy surrounding 

the calculations (Minnesota Legislative Hearing, 2008; Minnesota Senate Hearing, 2009). 

The concern is that LCA issues have not received a great deal of attention from 

researchers in order to help inform policy, and therefore, policy action on a LCFS has 

been impeded whether warranted or not. 

 

Pre-developed LCA models, as a group, are useful to simplify the policy analysis of 

LCFS. LCA models contain significant technical information about fuel systems in a 

relatively simple interface that reduces the workload to perform an LCA by providing the 

basic methodological framework for policy makers and regulated firms to perform an 

LCA. In the formulation of an LCFS policy, debate over the use and/or development of 

an LCA model is less paralyzing to the policy process than a debate over specific GHG 

emission intensity scores for fuels. If policy makers can decide on a basic LCA 

framework (i.e. selection of a model), policy debate about full fuel cycle emission can be 

simplified to what model to select and whether the model needs to be developed for use 
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in the particular state, regional, or national context. Expansion of an existing LCA 

model’s methodology to include additional steps (e.g. indirect land use changes) is 

possible, but not required to be included in the initial formulation of an LCFS policy. 

Basically, policy makers can decide if it is necessary to put resources into researching an 

area of full fuel cycle emission intensity accounting that may be underdeveloped 

scientifically. This still leaves policy makers with having to first select an LCA model 

without a complete understanding of their capabilities or their impact on how an LCFS 

would function. Policy makers may also want to make a selection based on 

considerations about expected future development in, for example, an accounting of 

indirect land use changes. 

 

System Dynamics (SD) Theory 

To answer the questions about the use of LCA models in an LCFS policy it is necessary 

to make predictions or generate estimates about the future trends brought about by 

instituting an LCFS. SD modeling is one approach for doing so. The typical methods 

used to understand the way the world works often involve a linear approach or “open-

loop”, in which there is a linear set of causes and effects or inputs and outputs (Forrester, 

1991). SD methodology can be used to study the behavior of complex systems over time, 

because it assumes the world actually operates with feedback and cycles of interactions.  

 

Based on his electrical engineering background, Jay Forrester founded SD at the MIT 

Sloan School of Management in the 1950s (Forrester, 1991). SD theory has broad 
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applicability and has been employed in a variety of fields such as economics, 

engineering, biology, medicine, and with increasing frequency in public policy. As an 

example, system dynamics has been used to simulate the electricity system in the western 

United States, making it possible to analyze a potential cap and trade system. 

Specifically, SD helped simulate the short and long term electricity carbon credit market, 

which showed that reduced emissions can be achieved for the west coast with only half 

the increase in electricity rates previous estimates had shown (Ford, 2006). 

 

Justification for the use of SD method theory and modeling in this analysis is based on 

the premise that a system’s structure is as important as the system’s individual 

components in determining outcomes. This is especially important for climate relate 

policy. There will need to be a large package of policies needed to reduce GHG 

emissions in all sectors, and these policies will inevitably interact. For example, within 

the policy model used in this paper, an RFS policy will be in effect along with the LCFS. 

How these policies interact will be determined by their respective relationships to 

regulated entities’ policy decisions. Similarly, when regulated firms are making decisions 

about blending fuels under an LCFS, it becomes important to understand how different 

considerations such as cost and emissions from those fuels will be balanced. The Energy 

Choice Simulator (eChoice Simulator) model outlined for use in Chapter 2 uses 

components of SD thinking in its design. The eChoice Simulator model is described in 

greater detail in Chapter 4.   
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The eChoice Simulator model was developed as a part of the Midwest Governors 

Association Tier II modeling project. It was developed through a collaboration of the 

Great Plains Institute, Forio Business Simulations, and researchers at the University of 

Minnesota (Great Plains Institute, 2009). The eChoice Simulator was developed as an 

educational and experimental tool to explore the interaction of policies seeking to reduce 

GHGs or energy use. The eChoice simulator is also intended to project the future impacts 

of polices on the environment, economic indicators, and behavior of consumers and 

producers of energy. 

 

Due to the complexity of most systems, as well as sometimes unclear or abstract 

relationships, special tools are needed to adequately analyze them. These tools take the 

form of public and purchasable software programs
4
. Modeling software provides the 

basic SD symbolic language in the form of variables and relationships. In Vensim, the 

software used in this analysis, boxes indicate variables called “stocks”, simple arrows 

indicate relationships, and pipe like arrows represent flow relationships. In the software, 

the user can actively design how the components of the system are theoretically related 

through mathematical coding. In general, the methodology of building a SD model is an 

interactive process that applies a scientific method with an iterative process that includes 

the following steps: 1. Problem Definition and Scope; 2. Develop Hypothesis; 3. Build 

and/or Gather Data; 4. Test the Relationship; and 5. Evaluation. Figure 2 presents the 

similar process used on the production of policy where the inner shape represents the 

                                                 
4
 An example, Vensim is one such software program produced by Ventana Systems, inc. which was used to 

produce the ECHOICE SIMULATOR model. 
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iterative process at each step of building a section of a model. This iterative process is 

important because it helps one formulate one’s mental model about how portions of the 

world works and then reassess the thinking about the model at various points. 

 

Figure 2: SD model building process (Sterman 2000). 

One of the most appealing features of SD as an analysis tool is its emphasis on the system 

structure as the determinant of group behavior. That is, individual and group behavior in 

the transportation system, regarding to the purchasing of fuels can be understood through 

comprehension of the system in which these individuals and groups operate (assuming a 

basic level of rational behavior). As an example, choices concerning vehicle selection can 

be determined by how individual decision making is related to external phenomena such 

as vehicle and fuel prices. A related feature of SD is the significant impact of endogenous 

variables on behavior. For example, instead of looking at exogenous actual data on the 

fleet of vehicles over a period of time, an SD model can estimate the size of the fleet 50 

years from an initial fleet size. Exogenous in this case means data manually selected by 
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the user that acts as inputs into the model corresponding to specific years. Since much of 

the SD model structure is internal, it also lends itself to modeling trends years or even 

decades in the future because of the lack of external data required. When available, 

historical data can be used to influence behavior and test model integrity, but it is only 

absolutely required for initial system functioning. This is a core function needed in any 

analysis tool looking at climate policies, since many of the most important questions 

revolve around unknown impacts of policy in the future for which there is no or little data 

available. 

 

There is a final reason to use SD modeling related to the SD model development process 

pictured in Figure 2. Academics, government officials, industry representatives, and 

other interest groups all too often deal with policy development at an abstract level, 

without focusing on establishing clear policy language and a solid grasp of how a policy 

works in practice. For example, in the debate about the scope of the full fuel cycle 

analysis between environmental groups and advocates for ethanol production, advocates 

are frequently arguing a position inconsistent with their claimed interests. Specifically, 

environmental interest groups want indirect land use emissions included in GHG 

emission intensity scores for biofuels in order to have a better accounting of actual 

biofuel environmental impacts. This would make biofuel emission intensity scores closer 

to gasoline emissions intensity scores. Advocates for the ethanol and ethanol producers 

want the opposite because of what is perceived is unequal treatment (indirect land use 

changes are not calculated for traditional fuels), but also because they think a lower GHG 
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emission intensity score will favor their fuels. (Minnesota Senate Hearing, 2009). 

Although it may seem that both groups have one set of interests, in reality these groups 

might have the opposite position. Through experimentation and refinement of hypotheses 

about regulated entity decision making, the amount of ethanol needed to meet the LCFS 

standard is indirectly proportional to the size of the biofuel emission intensity (assuming 

ethanol has a lower LCA score than petroleum fuel). The larger the difference between 

the traditional fuel (e.g. gasoline) emission intensity and the biofuel to be blended (e.g. 

corn grain ethanol) emission intensity, the less blending is required. There are also a 

number of limitations to SD modeling; however, these will be dealt with in Chapter 4 as 

they relate specifically to the eChoice Simulator model. 

 

Outline of Paper 

The goal of this analysis is to provide context and advice to policy makers in the selection 

or development of a LCA model for use in federal or state LCFS policy. This paper seeks 

to do this by answering three main questions: 

1. Does the measurement of full fuel cycle emissions through LCA matter 

practically? Would entities regulated by a LCFS make essentially the same 

decisions if emissions on a full fuel cycle basis rather than only from combustion 

in the vehicle? 

2. What are the implications of the use of LCA models or a particular LCA 

model? Policy makers were to theoretically choose a particular LCA model, what 

are the environmental and economic implications as well as tradeoffs faced? 

3. Given the answers to question two, what criteria can be used to choose the 

best LCA model for use in a particular state, regional or national LCFS 
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policy? This paper addresses how one might evaluate what LCA model will be 

useful in a given context. 

These questions will be answered within the context of the state of Minnesota which 

already has an extensive history with promoting biofuels through policies such as RFS 

and has been considering the LCFS in draft legislation. Using Minnesota as the state for 

analysis of a potential LCFS will also allow for an assessment of policy interactions using 

an LCFS and LCA models to more fully answer question number 1. The LCFS as 

proposed in Minnesota legislation would mandate a percentage reduction in average 

GHG emission intensity below the baseline year (i.e. 2005) beginning in 2011 for 

regulated firms. This percentage mandate would increase linearly by one percent each 

year until 2020 (Minnesota Senate Bill S.F. 13, 2009). 

 

Chapter 2 lays out the methodology used to select the analyzed LCA models, how LCA 

model structures were studied, how emission intensity scores were generated from these 

LCA models, and what methods were used to assess the impact of these scores for use in 

an LCFS policy through the eChoice Simulator model. Chapter 3 explores the structural 

differences between the LCA models, in terms of their assumptions, scope, and data. A 

brief history of each LCA model and the emission intensity scores produced are also 

reported. Chapter 4 includes an overview of how the overall eChoice Simulator model 

works, including its inputs, structural assumptions that limit it, and its assumptions about 

the scenarios to be modeled. Chapter 5 reports eChoice Simulator model results from 

scenarios using three LCA models in terms of cumulative biofuels produced, GHG 
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emissions, fuel prices, and two other select pollutant emissions. Chapter 6 discusses how 

results from Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 answer the research questions listed above. Issues 

of uncertainty in regards to results and methods used in this paper’s analysis are also 

explored. Chapter 7 unifies Chapter 6 and provides a point by point description of criteria 

that can be used in the selection of an LCA model for use in evaluating an LCFS policy. 

Suggestions for policy makers on the types of questions that should be asked as well as 

recommendations for further research are made.
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Chapter 2: Methodology 

Outlined in this chapter are the methods used in the selection of existing LCA models for 

analysis, how they were analyzed, how they were used to generate emission intensity 

scores, how these emission intensity scores are used in the eChoice Simulator model, and 

how results from the eChoice Simulator model were used to explore practical 

environmental and economic impacts under an LCFS. To answer the questions posed 

(Chapter 1), several methodologies were used to evaluate the LCA models and the results 

they produce if used in an actual LCFS policy. This analysis involves a combination of 

qualitative analysis of the structural differences between three existing LCA models, and 

quantitative analysis through the eChoice Simulator model measuring the theoretical 

impacts of using LCA models in an LCFS policy.  

 

LCA Model Selection 

Three LCA models were selected for assessment, primarily on a combination of 

practicality and flexibility. First, this analysis has limited itself to existing LCA models as 

the tool, and not existing LCAs as a result. Many individual LCAs have been completed 

for particular states or regions for a given point in time; however, they are not particularly 

helpful to evaluate LCFS policies because they essentially constitute a snapshot in time 

for a particular geographic area of what is currently occurring in the transportation sector. 

Instead, models used to perform LCAs and their application for evaluating LCFS policies 

are being assessed in this analysis, and a critique of an existing LCA is not the goal.  
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There are three groupings of LCA models that were not selected for study. The first 

includes general LCA models without a focus on fuels. Some examples such as GaBi, 

System for Integrated Environmental Assessment of Products (SimaPro), and OpenLCA 

can be used to assess the life cycle impacts of a variety of products, including fuels. 

However, because of the general application of these models to wide variety of products, 

the potential range of fuel pathways and processes to production fuels are rather limited 

when compared to LCA models devoted to transportation fuels and vehicles. These 

models are excluded given these limitations compared to other LCA models that focus on 

fuel pathways. 

 

The second class of models excluded which are those that are proprietary, in which there 

is little access either in the form of the model itself or reports generated. One specific 

example is L-B-Systemtechnik GmbH’s model (LBST) which was developed for analysis 

of the European Union’s transportation fuels (LBST, 2002). This is a model created using 

E
2
 input output database modeling software and a database generated by LBST. The 

model itself is not publicly available, as it is proprietary information. The LCA report 

using LBST’s model is publicly available, but is tailored to the European Union fuel 

system (LBST, 2002). The model is missing some of the primary fuel pathways in use in 

North America, such as the production of ethanol from corn grain. 
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The last class of models excluded were those that look only at particular fuels. Ideally the 

model should cover at least the four basic transportation fuels that would be regulated 

under an LCFS, which are ethanol, gasoline, diesel, and biodiesel. The Biofuel Energy 

Systems Simulator (BESS) model, for example, currently looks at only corn grain ethanol 

pathways, but is looking to expand to encompass cellulosic production pathways (Liska 

et al., 2009). More detailed fuel models such as BESS should be further explored to help 

improve more general transportation fuel models that are described next, but they would 

not function well as the basis of a transportation policy such as the LCFS because of their 

limitations. 

 

This leads to the existing LCA models in this analysis that could be found in the 

literature, are publicly available, focus on transportation fuels, and cover at least the four 

basic liquid fuels currently or expected to be used in the transportation sector. The first is 

GREET which was developed by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) in the US and has 

been selected for development and use by California in developing its LCFS (ANL, 2009; 

CARB, 2008). GREET has been developed largely independently of the next two models.  

 

The second is the Lifecycle Emission Model (LEM) and the third is GHGenius which 

have an interlinked history. GHGenius is an early outgrowth of LEM for use in Canadian 

policy making. LEM originates from California researcher Mark Delucchi at the 

University of California, and was considered for use by the state of California for use in 

their LCFS (LEM, 2003). Even though the LEM and GHGenius model have similar 
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origins, they are divergent enough to represent two valuable perspectives. The LEM 

includes many more theoretical components such as an advanced accounting of the 

impact of land use changes on the carbon cycle in associated with the production of 

biofuels. GHGenius retains the dynamic nature (i.e. better future prediction capability) of 

LEM, but GHGenius considers a broader range of fuels compared to LEM ((S&T)
2
 

Consultants Inc., 2006).  

 

The models selected were chosen to closely resemble what would likely be considered to 

perform LCAs under an LCFS policy. In fact, as previously noted, GREET will be used 

in this manner for California’s LCFS (LEM was considered by CARB but not used). The 

strength of using these three specific models is that they provide a range of approaches to 

assessing full fuel cycle emissions. However, they were selected from a very narrow field 

of options, and models excluded from analysis may contain components that are superior 

to those in the three selected.  

 

In order to assess the models’ general capabilities several differences in structural 

assumptions in the three LCA models are detailed in Chapter 3 and will be analyzed in 

Chapter 6. Several pollutants that can be accounted for in all three LCA models are 

tracked in this analysis. This includes CO2 equivalent CO2e -which is a combination of 
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the global warming potential
5
 (GWP) of the three primary GHGs, CH4, CO2, and N2O-, 

but also includes NOx and SOx  

 

Emission intensity scores for each of these pollutants are generated in slightly different 

ways in each of the three LCA models. The GHGenius and GREET model emission 

intensity scores are generated in largely the same manner since they use spreadsheets to 

perform calculations and therefore reporting methods are similar. More specifically, 

emission intensity scores for fuels within each LCA model are reported in as two separate 

upstream phases: first for the feedstock production/extraction and then for fuel 

production and distribution. The LCA models each offer more detailed breakdowns of 

these two steps if one looks through the contents of the LCA model rather than just the 

results reported. Also listed in each LCA model spreadsheet are vehicle operation and 

maintenance (O&M) emissions on a grams per mile basis, along with the amount of 

energy expended on a BTU per mile basis. Using these values vehicle O&M emissions 

were converted by the author to grams of emission per mmBTU basis to be comparable 

to upstream values. Finally, the author added together each of these three phases in the 

fuel cycle. LEM is publicly available, but the digital version was not available for this 

analysis. However, a report by Delucchi that contains emission intensity scores and other 

raw data for the US were used in this paper (Delucchi 2005). These results are not broken 

down in the same manner as GREET and GHGenisu by feedstock, fuel, and use in the 

vehicle. All LCA model generated emission intensity scores are reported in Chapter 3 

                                                 
5
 IPCC global warming potentials were used to produce CO2e. That is, to make methane and nitrous oxide 

into CO2e, model results for these gases were multiplied by 23 and 296 respectively (See UN IPCC, 2007). 
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subsections Full Fuel Cycle Emission Intensity Scores for each LCA model, these scores 

are also used in the SD model described in greater detail in Chapter 4.  

 

These emission intensity scores were generated using the default settings within the 

GREET and GHGenius model and Delucchi’s report for the entire US. Scores were 

produced for seven different fuel pathways. This includes: Fuels produced from a 

refinery which included gasoline and diesel, fuels produced from coal to liquids (CTL) 

technology designed to create gasoline and diesel, ethanol produced from processes using 

corn grain as a feedstock, ethanol produced from processes using grass as a feedstock, 

and biodiesel produced from processes using soybeans as feedstocks. In essence, this was 

to allow for at least two methods of production for three of the four primary liquid fuel 

types: gasoline, diesel and ethanol. Unfortunately, LEM capabilities is limited so there is 

not another fuel pathway for the production of biodiesel. These seven pathways common 

across the LCA models allow for a substantial range of the size of costs of fuel 

production and emission intensity scores among fuels in order to meet the demand of fuel 

blends for LCFS policy. Meaning, there is a low cost high emitting option and a high cost 

low emitting option available for an each liquid fuel type. 
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Full Fuel Cycle 

Emission Intensity

Fuel Pathway  (e.g. 
Feedstock/Fuel 

Production Process)
Fuel Pathway 
Parameters 
for the U.S.

eChoice Model

 

Figure 3: How the LCA models functions. 

 

The process in which the LCA models were used in this paper can be seen in Figure 3. 

This involves a combination of selected pathways for analysis and associated parameters 

contained within the model for those pathways that are characteristic of the US. From 

this, the LCA model produces full fuel cycle emission intensity results for the seven 

fuel/feedstock combinations that will eventually be used in the eChoice Simulation 

model.  In general the pathways used to estimate full fuel cycle emissions for the 

production of petroleum fuels and biofuels differ in a few significant ways.  

 

Figure 1: Repeated. 
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Figure 1 from Chapter 1 shown again above illustrates the fuel pathways steps tracked 

in the LCA models for coal and petroleum based gasoline and diesel. The fuel pathway 

steps for biofuels are similar and are as follows: feedstock production, feedstock 

extraction, transportation, fuel processing, fuel blending, and then distribution and 

marketing. There is one important difference between ethanol and biodiesel production 

which is that the soybean feedstock is first converted to soybean oil before being made 

into a fuel. There is no similar intermediate step for corn grain ethanol. The accounting of 

co-products are an option available to LCA model users to account for emissions 

displacement; however, the results generated for use in the eChoice Simulator did not 

include co-products. There is also a major difference between the LCA models. LEM 

accounts for GHG emissions produced in the construction of the infrastructure used to 

produce fuels, but this capability is nonexistant in GREET and GHGenius. 

 

eChoice Simulator Model Description 

A model of the transportation sector incorporating elements of SD will be used as a 

theoretical representation of the real world transportation sector in order to determine the 

potential impacts of using the three LCA models selected in the previous sections as the 

basis of an LCFS policy. The transportation model used in this paper uses a portion of the 

eChoice Simulator model. This analysis uses the sections of the eChoice Simulator model 

that encompass variables related to transportation, while excluding items related to 

nonelectric building heating and electricity.  
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Vensim, a modeling software package, provides a wide variety of tools useful for the 

construction of the eChoice Simulator model, including subscripted matrixes, pre-coded 

functions, stock and flow variables, and fixed delays. An example of the subscript 

function is how the different transportation fuel production technologies are handled in 

the eChoice Simulator model. One set of subscripted variables can track data associated 

with the five fuel producing technologies of refinery, CTL, corn grain ethanol, cellulosic 

ethanol, and biodiesel within one visually represented variable. This function can be 

combined with a pre-coded function “allocate by priority” whereby if there is some 

externally calculated demand, this function will allocate fuels to be produced to meet that 

demand based on a ranking by cost. This allocation is capped by availability of fuel.  

 

Stock and flow variables and fixed delays allow for the introduction of dynamic 

feedback. The fixed delay function delays the impact of variables over a predefined 

period of time. For example, in the eChoice Simulator model, price changes from one 

year impacts the following year. Stock and flow variables allow for accounting of 

multiple years, whereby anything existing within a stock variable is carried over from 

year to year and each year something can be added or subtracted from the stock through 

flows. Practically, this means the eChoice Simulator model tracks the vehicle fleet in 

subsequent years using information on the fleet from previous time periods.  
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There are seven principal variables being tracked directly within the eChoice Simulator 

model. Cumulative biofuel production over the fifty year period from the year 2000 to 

2050 for corn grain ethanol, cellulosic ethanol, and biodiesel will be tracked. These 

results are reported in gallons of gasoline equivalent, as these liquid fuels have different 

energy content. Three pollutants are also tracked cumulatively within the model. GHG 

are of primary interest, but NOx and SOx are also tracked. These results are reported in 

terms of cumulative metric tons of emissions. Economic data that can be tracked includes 

annual workers employed generated in the production of fuel and construction of fuel 

plants and average fuel blend prices reported in dollars per gasoline gallons equivalent. 

The model does not report inflation adjusted numbers. Results are reported in real dollars. 

For a more detailed description of how each of these results are generated see Chapter 4, 

which describes how the eChoice Simulator model functions. 

 

There are some limitations to the eChoice Simulator model in tracking these desired 

results. The LCFS standard is only based on the carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous 

oxide in this model and not on other emissions. There are no breakdowns of jobs or 

investments in terms of where they are generated upstream of fuel production, mostly 

because the model only tracks the selection of a feedstock and not other activities 

associated with its generation. All fuel price changes occurring in the system, based only 

on changes in production practices - not exogenous changes in demand, changes in 

market price for feedstocks, or other external changes. 
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Scenario Descriptions 

For the analysis in this paper, five scenarios have been designed for use in the eChoice 

Simulator model described in Chapter 4. The first scenario will be a case, whereby no 

policies exist beyond default current state and federal policies as of January 1, 2009 

which include a CAFE standard that requires that new vehicle fuel efficiency be at a 

certain level, a state and federal RFS which mandates a percentage of diesel and gasoline 

fuel blend be from biofuels, and federal subsidies for biofuels. This serves as a “do 

nothing” or “baseline” scenario, to serve as a comparison to the other four scenarios. In 

this scenario, reporting on emissions from the transportation sector will use emissions 

data generated from the EPA’s Mobile model (EPA, 1995). These emissions stem from 

not only fuel combustion, but also from vehicle O&M. O&M emissions account for much 

of the non-GHG pollutants.  

 

Emissions From Vehicle O & M Metric Tons (MT) CO2e/Trillion  BTUs (tBTU) MT NOx/tBTU MT SOx/tBTU

Gasoline 76,018.24 28.48 1.25

Diesel 79,946.06 34.18 0.54

Ethanol 16,202.60 30.48 0.30

Biodiesel 932.72 34.18 0.00  

Table 2: Emission from vehicle O&M by liquid fuel type (EPA, 1995). 

 

Scenario 2 is designed as a comparison both to the base case scenario and the other three 

scenarios involving LCA models. It does not incorporate full fuel cycle emissions or 

LCA models. Scenario 2 will illustrate how an LCFS would operate if it was not based on 

full fuel cycle emission intensity but only on direct emissions. This second scenario will 
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use the emission intensity statistics for vehicle O&M used in scenario 1 as the basis of the 

LCFS policy. These emission intensity scores can be seen in Table 2. Finally, scenarios 3 

through 5 will use emission intensity scores representing the full fuel cycle of the fuels 

for use in a LCFS policy generated from the three LCA models GREET, GHGenius, and 

LEM respectively. These scenarios are designed to explore the impacts resulting from the 

use of each of the LCA models in a LCFS standard. All other factors within the model 

will be held constant throughout all five scenarios. Minnesota will be the geographical 

scope used in the portion of the analysis utilizing the eChoice Simulator. Therefore, he 

LCFS as modeled in scenarios 2 through 5, is assumed to be nearly identical to what is 

proposed in recent Minnesota senate legislation (See Chapter 1) (Minnesota Senate Bill 

S.F. 13, 2009). The one exception is that the three major GHGs are regulated instead of 

just carbon to provide for a wider array of emission reduction. While the accounting of 

these emissions increases the emission intensity scores of all fuel pathways, relatively 

speaking the compose a small amount of total GHG emissions. 

 

Analysis of eChoice Simulator Model Results and LCA Model Comparisons 

The research questions posed for this analysis will be addressed using qualitative data 

gathered from LCA model documentation and quantitative data generated by the eChoice 

Simulator model using LCA model emission intensity scores. By discussing the pros and 

cons of the structure of each LCA model, a number of qualitative comparisons were 

made between the results of the eChoice Simulator scenarios in order to answer questions 

(Chapter 1) about whether full fuel cycle emissions matter for policymaking under an 
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LCFS, what the impact of using LCA models are, and how this can inform policy makers 

in regard to LCA model selection. The easiest question to answer was whether full fuel 

cycle emissions matter. This was simply addressed by whether there were substantial 

differences between the decisions made by regulated entities when comparing scenario 2 

with an LCFS using only vehicle O&M emission intensities to scenarios 3 through 5 with 

an LCFS using the LCA models which incorporate emissions from fuel production. Fuel 

decisions were the relevant criteria because economic impacts and emissions follow from 

those decisions.  

 

In this analysis, Scenarios 3 through 5 using the LCA models were evaluated in terms of 

both the comparative fuel decisions (i.e. choice between corn grain ethanol verses 

cellulosic ethanol) and relative fuel decisions (i.e. decisions about how much of each fuel 

is needed). Impacts will be assessed in terms of their relevance to decision making about 

selection of LCA model itself by policy makers, context for desired economic outcomes, 

and evaluation of uncertainty in measuring full fuel cycle emissions and the outcomes of 

selecting an LCA for policy. Additionally, potential tradeoffs between the models were 

identified based on their capabilities. 
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Chapter 3: Lifecycle Assessment Models to be Evaluated 

Chapter 3 explores the structural differences between the GREET, GHGenius, and LEM 

LCA models, in terms of their assumptions, scope, and data. A brief history of each 

model, and the CO2e emission intensity scores produced by each model, will also be 

reported. In order to develop criteria for the selection of an LCA model, it is important 

not only to look at the results, but also how this data is or can be generated. There are 

some substantial structural differences between the GREET, LEM and GHGenius due to 

the models’ underlying assumptions. These “structural assumptions” are different from 

assumptions that the user has the opportunity to alter as inputs into the model. As an 

example, the calculation of energy used by a refinery plant is a structural assumption, 

where as the actual amount of coal used to supply electricity for this process is an input 

assumption.  

 

Structural assumptions chosen for use in the analysis can be divided into four groups: 

spatial and temporal scoping of inputs and results, available fuel pathways, emission 

outputs provided, and the sources of data used in the model. These structural assumptions 

have an impact on the emission scores compared across models with similar fuel 

production pathways, as well as limiting the number and type of fuel pathways available 

for use in each model. These differences confer advantages and disadvantages for using 

each model, in terms of inputs required to run the model, outputs produced by the model, 

and the ease in which each model can be used by the user.  
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GREET 

The Center for Transportation Research at Argonne National Laboratory has been 

conducting full fuel cycle analyses for nearly 15 years ((S&T)
2 

Consultants Inc., 2006). 

Using funding from the U.S. Department of Energy, Argonne developed a spreadsheet 

based fuel LCA in 1996 with the goal of providing a simple computer tool researchers 

could use to evaluate fuel cycle energy and emission impacts of transportation 

technologies (Wang, 1999). Since 1996, several updates to the model have been made. 

These include the addition of new alternative fuels and fuel feedstocks, updated data, and 

the addition of California specific state inputs developed by researchers at the University 

of California, Davis (Unnasch, 2007). GREET currently exists as an Excel spreadsheet 

with an associated user interface that is publicly available and free on Argonne National 

Laboratory’s website 

(http://www.transportation.anl.gov/modeling_simulation/GREET/index.html).  

 

Temporal and Spatial Scoping 

Of the three models, GREET is the most capable at modeling any geographic region 

because it allows the user significant control over input parameters. GREET allows for 

the production of full fuel cycle emission scores for only relatively recent target years 

(i.e. approximately 2010) (Wang 1999). However, as updates to the model are made over 

time, this date will move forward. This means that there is not historical data that can be 

used to develop correlations that can then be used to make predictions about future fuel 
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production. GREET can generate emissions scores for most locations within North 

America (Wang 1999). This means results are completely dependent on inputs selected 

by users, which means that it isn’t a good forecasting tool, but it is useful at accurately 

modeling fuel production in the short term. GREET was selected for use in California 

rulemaking for their LCFS precipitated the construction of “CA-GREET” which is also 

now included in the standard GREET software (Unnasch, 2007). This version included 

additional fuel production pathways used in California and California specific data. 

  

Fuel Pathways and Emissions Tracked 

A summary of the fuels that GREET model provides fuel pathways for, and associated 

feedstocks for using those fuels cycles are listed in Table 3. Pictured in Table 4 are all 

emissions tracked by GREET. This list includes criteria pollutants as well as GHG 

emissions. 
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Fuel Product Feedstocks Pollutants

Conventional Gasoline Tar Sands Carbon Dioxide

Crude Oil Methane

Conventional Diesel Tar Sands Nitrous Oxide

Crude Oil Volatile Organic Compounds

Reformulated Gasoline Tar Sands Particulate Matter (less than 10 microns)

Crude Oil Particulate Matter (less than 2.5 microns)

Reformulated Diesel Tar Sands Sulfur Dioxide

Crude Oil Nitrogen Oxides

Compressed Natural Gas Natural Gas Carbon Monoxide

Liquefied Natural Gas Natural Gas

Liquefied Petroleum Gas Natural Gas

Methanol Natural Gas

Coal

Switch grass

Fast Growing Trees

Crop Residues

Forest Residues

Landfill Gas

Dimethyl Ether Natural Gas

Coal

Switch grass

Fast Growing Trees

Crop Residues

Forest Residues

Hydrogen Electricity

Coke Oven Gas

Pet Coke

Fischer Tropsch Diesel Natural Gas

Coal

Switch grass

Fast Growing Trees

Crop Residues

Forest Residues

Biodiesel Soybeans

Renewable Diesel Soybeans

Ethanol Corn

Switch grass

Fast Growing Trees

Crop Residues

Forest Residues

Butanol Corn

Electricity Natural Gas

Coal
Switch grass

Fast Growing Trees

Crop Residues

Forest Residues

Nuclear Energy

Residual Oil

Solar

Wind

Hydroelectric

GREET Fuel/Feedstock Pathways 

  

Table 3: Summary of fuel pathways and pollutants covered by GREET (Wang 1999).
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Data Sources 

GREET shares many data sources with the LEM and GHGenius model, such as the US 

DOE Energy Information Administration and the US EPA AP-42 emission factors list. 

Other sources of data for GREET include a literature review; an engineering analysis of 

well-to-pump sources of GHG emissions for each fuel pathway using, for example, 

simulations of mass and energy balances of fuel production processes from the ASPEN 

Plus model from Aspentech; stakeholder input and collaboration; census data on the 

vehicle fleet; and vehicle simulations with Argonne’s Powertrain System Analysis 

Toolkit for emissions from pump-to-wheel. Additionally, results from EPA’s mobile 

model are also used for emissions from vehicle operation and maintenance. GREET 

draws from a wide range of sources, but significant portions of data come from various 

simulation programs. 

 

GHGenius 
 

History 

The history of GHGenius is closely linked to LEM. LEM was adapted to include 

structure and data pertaining specifically to Canada by Delucchi,  who is a research 

scientist at University of California Davis, for Natural Resources Canada in 1998-1999 

((S&T)
2 

Consultants Inc., 2007). This version served as the basis for what would become 

GHGenius. A number of changes were made to that version to produce the version of 

GHGenius model used today, including additional fuel pathways, the addition of Canada 

specific data, and revised methodology such as expanding the geographic scope to 
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include regions within the US and Mexico ((S&T)
2 

Consultants Inc., 2007). Ultimately, 

the LEM and GHGenius model are very similar internally, but there are a number of 

differences in terms of the fuels pathways and pollutants that are tracked, as well as some 

data used in internal model function. GHGenius is a free, open source Excel spreadsheet 

program that can be obtained online, but it does not contain a user interface, outside the 

one provided in the Excel spreadsheet (http://www.ghgenius.ca/).  

 

Spatial and Temporal Scoping 

GHGenius can generate results for any target region within Canada, as well as Mexico 

and four major regions within the United States for any target year from 1970 to 2050 

((S&T)
2 

Consultants Inc., 2007). It can make predictions about the future through the use 

of historical data and correlations for energy and process parameters. The model is also 

dynamic, in that changes in one fuel cycle can affect many other cycles, and it performs 

iterations to resolve circular logic ((S&T)
2 

Consultants Inc., 2007). 

 

Fuel Pathways and Emissions Tracked 

Table 5 lists the fuel pathways for which GHGenius can produce emissions scores, along 

with GHG emissions and non-GHG criterion pollutants that are tracked. GHGenius does 

not track emissions associated with building infrastructure for the production, extraction, 

distribution and refining of fuels. This is a major structural difference between GHGenius 

and its predecessor, LEM. 
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Fuel Product Feedstocks Pollutants

Conventional Gasoline Crude Oil Carbon Dioxide

Conventional Diesel Crude Oil Methane

Compressed Natural Gas Natural Gas Nitrous Oxide

Liquefied Natural Gas Natural Gas Non-Methane Organic Compounds

Liquefied Petroleum Gas Natural Gas Total Particulate Matter

Crude Oil Sulfur Dioxide

Methanol Natural Gas Nitrogen Oxides

Coal Carbon Monoxide

Switchgrass

Fast Growing Trees

Landfill Gas

Dimethyl Ether Natural Gas

Hydrogen Electricity

Wheat

Corn

Landfill Gas

Fischer Tropsch Diesel Natural Gas

Coal

Switchgrass

Fast Growing Trees

Refuse-Derived Fuel

Mixed Alcohols Switchgrass

Fast Growing Trees

Refuse-Derived Fuel

Fuel Product Feedstocks

Biodiesel Soybeans

Tallow

Palm Oil

Canola

Marine Oils

Yellow Grease

Ethanol Switchgrass

Fast Growing Trees

Corn

Sugar Cane

Wheat

Sugar Beats

Butanol Corn

Electricity Natural Gas

Coal

Switchgrass

Fast Growing Trees

Nuclear Energy

Residual Oil

Hythane Electricity

Super Cetane Canola

Tallow

GHGenius Fuel Pathways and Pollutants
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Table 4: Summary of fuel pathways and pollutants covered by GHGenius (S&T, 2007). 

Data Sources 

Much of the data for the United States portion of GHGenius is similar to what is used in 

LEM. Data is drawn from the US DOE Energy Information Administration, and includes 

information on historical data and future projections for processes such as power, crude 

oil, refined petroleum products, natural gas, and coal production. Other US data has been 

gathered from US census reports. Data for Canada comes from reports produced by 

Statistics Canada, Natural Resources Canada, Environment Canada, and the National 

Energy Board. Data gathered from these reports is used for information on the production 

of power, crude oil, refined petroleum products, natural gas and coal. Other sources of 

data come from industry associations such as the Canadian Association of Petroleum 

Producers and the Canadian Gas Association (S&T, 2007). 

 

Process emissions not associated with energy use, such as those created through chemical 

reactions, are calculated based on US EPA 42 Air Pollution Emission Factors. Emissions 

from conventional fuels used in vehicles are taken from the Environment Canada model 

Mobile6.2C. Alternative fuel emissions are calculated based on relative emission factors 

which are in turn based on analysis performed by the US EPA or an assessment of 

available literature. For all other data needs, the process used has been to first use 

industry average values, then actual operating plant data, then engineering design data 

and, then -if data is lacking- to look at estimated data from pilot plants, engineering 

simulations, or scientific experiments. GHGenius is populated with data for all of the 
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processes included in the model. However, an input sheet is provided so users can readily 

make changes to many of the steps in the life cycle in order to customize the LCA to their 

particular needs (S&T, 2007).  

 

LEM 

History 

Delucchi developed the first version of LEM from 1987 to 1993 as a spreadsheet model 

based on Lotus software for AppleTM computers to calculate GHG and criteria pollutants 

for many alternative fuels (2003). Delucchi updated the model in 1997 and 2003 by 

broadening inputs and outputs, updating data assumptions and structure, and adding 

sources of emissions (Delucchi, 2003). LEM exists in a spreadsheet form that is not 

publicly available. However, it is publicly available in documentation of model 

assumptions, scope, and equations. Therefore, for the analysis in this paper, full fuel 

cycle emission scores will be taken not from the model itself, but from results of the 

model. Documentation of the model assumptions and equations are freely available, 

along with full fuel cycle emission scores produced for various model pathways for North 

America.  

 

Temporal and Spatial Scoping 

LEM can be used to produce results for 30 different target countries; however, data for 

use in the model is more fully specified for the U.S (Delucchi, 2003). The model can 

generate results for any target year between 1970 and 2050 by using historical data and 
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projects to make predictions about the future. (Delucchi, 2003). Similar to GHGenius, 

LEM can make predictions about the future through the use of historical data and 

correlations for energy and process parameters giving the model dynamic capabilities 

(Delucchi, 2003) 

 

Fuel Pathways and Emissions Tracked 

The feedstock to fuel pathways accounted for in the LEM can be seen in Table 7. The 

GHG emissions and other criterion pollutants being tracked are also listed in Table 8. In 

addition to the broadly outlined sources of emissions tracked in the introduction to this 

chapter, LEM includes some simple calculations to address emissions resulting from the 

creation of fuel production/distribution infrastructure.  
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Fuel Product Feedstocks Pollutants

Conventional Gasoline Crude Oil Carbon Dioxide

Conventional Diesel Crude Oil Methane

Compressed Natural Gas Natural Gas Nitrous Oxide

Liquefied Natural Gas Natural Gas Non-Methane Organic Compounds

Liquefied Petroleum Gas Natural Gas Ratio of Black Carbon to Organic Matter

Crude Oil Fine Particulates

Methanol Natural Gas Sulfur Dioxide

Coal Nitrogen Oxides

Switch grass Carbon Monoxide

Fast Growing Trees Hydrogen

Hydrogen Electricity Chloro fluorocarbons

Fischer Tropsch Diesel Natural Gas Hydro fluorocarbons

Coal

Switch grass

Fast Growing Trees

Fuel Product Feedstocks

Biodiesel Soybeans

Ethanol Corn

Switch grass

Fast Growing Trees

Electricity Natural Gas

Coal

Switch grass

Fast Growing Trees

Nuclear Energy

Residual Oil

Solar

Wind

Hydroelectric

LEM Fuel Pathways and Pollutants

 

Table 5: Summary of fuel pathways and pollutants covered by LEM (Delucchi, 2003). 

 

Data Sources 

LEM draws on data primarily from the US DOE Energy Information Administration, and 

includes information on historical data and future projections for processes such as 

power, crude oil, refined petroleum products, natural gas, and coal production (Delucchi, 

2003). Additional US data comes from the US Census. Other process emissions not 

associated with energy use are calculated based on the US EPA AP-42 emission factors. 
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Alternative fuel emissions are calculated based on relative emission factors that are in 

turn based on analysis performed by the US EPA or from an assessment of available 

literature. For all other data needs, this paper first turns to industry average values, then 

actual operating plant data, then engineering design data. If data from these sources was 

lacking, the next source used was estimated data from pilot plants and engineering 

simulations or scientific experiments (Delucchi, 2003). Unlike GREET, the LEM does 

not draw significant information from model simulations and stakeholder input. 

 

Full Fuel Cycle Emission Intensities Score Comparisons 

There are several substantial differences between the full fuel cycle GHG emission 

intensity scores produced for particular fuel pathways as well as for similar pathways 

across models listed in Table 9. For this purposes of this analysis there are five major 

differences that have important impacts on eChoice Simulator model results. Of interest 

are the differences between the GHG emission intensity scores for traditional petroleum 

fuels and biofuels (corn grain and cellulosic ethanol), how each LCA model scores 

petroleum fuels, and how each model scores biodiesel and cellulosic ethanol biofuels. 

The major difference between fuels produced from petroleum and biofuels across all 

models stems mostly from carbon sequestration by the plants being used to produce fuels 

(Wang, 1999). Similarly, the difference between GHG emission intensity scores for grass 

based cellulosic ethanol and corn based ethanol can be attributed in part to additional 

carbon sequestration, but it is also because the cellulosic ethanol fuel pathway uses less 
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fertilizer in the production of the feedstock and the fuel production process is relatively 

more energy efficient (Wang, 1999).  

Metric Tons CO2e/Trillion  BTUs GREET GHGenius LEM

Convential Gasoline 95984 95381 86683

Convential Diesel 96299 81354 84837

Corn Grain Ethanol 86823 81402 79300

Cellulosic Ethanol 27373 67491 25994

Coal to Liquids for Gasoline 235290 193552 184854

Coal to Liquids for Diesel 235604 179525 183008

Biodiesel 5713 28907 38670

Metric Tons NOx/Trillion BTUs GREET GHGenius LEM

Convential Gasoline 73 190 174

Convential Diesel 76 111 757

Corn Grain Ethanol 164 518 410

Cellulosic Ethanol 185 582 231

Coal to Liquids for Gasoline 63 134 128

Coal to Liquids for Diesel 66 55 53

Biodiesel 40 663 1,913

Metric Tons SOx/Trillion BTUs GREET GHGenius LEM

Convential Gasoline 23.64 62.13 22.99

Convential Diesel 20.71 44.28 7.92

Corn Grain Ethanol 89.06 104.91 11.71

Cellulosic Ethanol -0.25 32.73 27.48

Coal to Liquids for Gasoline 30.18 70.29 67.13

Coal to Liquids for Diesel 27.25 52.44 50.08

Biodiesel -45.20 50.65 17.12  

Table 6: Summary of LCA model outputs by fuel production stage for selected fuel pathways for 

eventual use in the eChoice Simulator model. 

 

Differences between models can have many causes, but there is one important reasons 

that the GHGenius  produces emission intensity scores for two of the biofuels used in this 

analysis that substantially differ from the other models. Unlike LEM and GREET, 

GHGenius assumes that there is not significant energy efficiency gains at the fuel 

processing plant relative to corn grain ethanol and the levels of GHG emissions produced 
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in farming of grass based crops are similar to those used to produce corn grain (S&T
2
, 

2007). Similar assumptions also account for some of the differences between the 

GHGenius and LEM model compared to GREET in regards to biodiesel. For petroleum 

fuels, GHGenius scores GHG emission intensity from diesel lower than GREET and 

LEM scores both gasoline and diesel significantly lower than GREET. Differences in 

LEM seem to be largely attributable to relatively optimistic assumptions about vehicle 

emission from O&M (Delucchi, 2003). Lower emission scores for diesel from GHGenius 

are from assumptions about the energy efficiency of the diesel production process relative 

to gasoline (this difference can also been seen in a comparison between CTL gasoline and 

diesel) (S&T
2
, 2007). 

 

Summary 

A summary of the contents of this chapter can be seen in Table 7. The general 

differences between the models are that temporally, GREET is the most limited, but also 

the broadest spatially because of larger control over inputs. LEM and GHGenius model 

both employ historic data to account for the past and make projections about the future. 

Geographically, the LEM produces results for the entire US, and GHGenius model only 

produce results for individual regions within the US. GREET tracks about 52 different 

fuel/feedstock pathways, which is more than LEM at about 28 fuel/feedstocks, and 47 for 

GHGenius. GHGenius and GREET track the same emissions, but LEM tracks the three 

additional emissions - hydrofluorocarbons, chlorofluorocarbons, and hydrogen. Finally, 

there are some basic data sets in common between the three LCA models. However, 
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GREET data has a greater emphasis on stakeholder input and the use of data generated 

from models and simulations. On the other hand the LEM and GHGenius model, which 

are very similar, establish a hierarchy of acceptable data and place models and 

simulations low on that list. They also include some additional data sources such as 

engineering design data, EPA documents, and results from scientific experiments. 

GHGenius has more specific data on regions within Canada and the US and provides 

expanded fuel production pathways compared to LEM.  

 

Model Spatial and Temporal Fuel Pathways Emissions Tracked Data Sources

GREET

Limited Temporally,      

High Spatial Specificity 

within North America

52 

Fuel/Feedstock 

pathways 8 Emissions Tracked

Includes stakeholder input and data 

generated through a combination of 

models and simulations. Larger 

focus on simulation and model 

generated information

LEM

Temporally Advanced, 

Broad Spacial Coverage, 

Limited Specificity

47 

Fuel/Feedstock 

pathways

12 Emissions 

Tracked

Includes data from scientific 

expirements, other EPA documents 

and engineering design data. Less 

focused on the use of models and 

simulations and more focused on 

physics and plants in operation. 

Establishes a hiearchy of data 

sources

GHGenius

Temporally Advanced, 

Limited Spacial 

Coverage, Regional 

Specificity

28 

Fuel/Feedstock 

pathways 8 Emissions Tracked

Includes specific data for regions 

within Canada, scientific 

expirements, EPA documents, 

andengineering design data. Less 

focused on the use of models and 

simulations and more focused on 

physicas and plant operations. 

Establishes a hiearchy of data 

sources.
 

Table 7: Summary of the structural differences between the three LCA models. 
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Chapter 4: The eChoice Simulator Model 

The eChoice Simulator model was developed as an educational and experimental tool to 

assess the policy interactions in the Midwest energy sector and policy impacts on GHG 

emissions, economic indicators, and public and private spending. The offline model was 

created with the software program Vensim. An online version for public use is located at 

http://forio.com/simulation/mga/index.
6
 The offline version of the model is used in this 

analysis because of the greater range of control over the assumptions within the model 

(i.e. structural changes are possible), and a wider array of outputs. The 2008 version of 

the eChoice Simulator model was used for this analysis. The modeling team is continuing 

the development of the model, and a final version should be available by August, 2009. 

Chapter 4 will go through the details of the eChoice Simulator model, including 

references, content, assumptions, inputs, and limitations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
6
 Contacting one of the development team is necessary to gain a password and username to access the 

model user interface. 
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tion of the eChoice Simulator model used
7
 for this analysis can be seen in Figure 4. 

Figure 4 contains variables that are colored black, blue, orange, purple and red. Blue 

variables are data inputs into the model supplied by the user which in the case of this 

analysis were tailored to Minnesota. Of particular related importance, is the orange 

variable indicating the results of an LCA model used in the “Full Fuel Cycle Emissions” 

data input variables. Red variables indicate exogenous policies applied either at the state 

or federal level
8
. All variables colored in black are calculated within the model and act as 

outputs, decisions points, or system accounting through stocks and flows. The fifth type 

of variable is starting point variables, which act as a starting point for the model in the 

year 2000. There are three starting point variables within the two stocks “Vehicle Fleet” 

and “Vehicle Efficiency of the Fleet” and an initial 2000 year price prior to calculating 

2001 fuel prices and 2001 changes to consumer VMT. 

VMT per Vehicle
CAFE Standard

Vehicle Fleet
New VehiclesVehicle

Decomission

Average Fleet

Vehicle

Efficiency New Vehicles Impact on

Average Vehicle Efficiency

Decomission Vehicle Impact
on Average Vehicle

Efficiency

Growth in Vehicle

Demand

Vehicle Life

<Vehicle

Decomission>

<New Vehicles>

Initial Vehicles in

Fleet in 2000

Initial Average Vehicle

Efficiency in 2000

Initial VMT in

2000

<Vehicle Fleet>

Ratio of New Vehicles

to Total Vehicle Fleet

Ratio of Decomissioned
Vehicles to Total Vehicle

Fleet

F

igure 4: Model overview of the vehicle system. 

                                                 
7
 The eChoice Simulator model contains sections for electricity, nonelectric building heating, and extended 

options for vehicles that are not being used in this analysis. 
8
 For example, the “corporate average fuel economy (CAFE) Standard” which mandates that an average 

new vehicles have a certain energy efficiency. 
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At its basic level the eChoice Simulator is a demand driven model (see sub-section 

Underlying Modeling Assumptions). Looking at Figure 5 there is an is an exogenous 

demand, in this case “Growth in Vehicle Demand” , that increases the number of “New 

vehicles” needed each year above and beyond the replacement of vehicles that have been 

decommissioned because of age. These “New Vehicles” become a part of the “Vehicle 

Fleet” . As new vehicles are added to the “Vehicle Fleet” some vehicles are 

decommissioned at a rate based on “Vehicle Life” . The decommissioned vehicles are 

added back in to the model as “New Vehicles” as they are replaced. Similarly, the model 

tracks the “Average Vehicle Efficiency of the Fleet” by tracking the average vehicle 

efficiency of new vehicles entering the fleet and vehicle efficiency of vehicles being 

decommissioned. The “Average Vehicle Efficiency of the Fleet” is further influenced by 

the federal CAFE standard. Decisions about what types of vehicles are purchased by 

consumers are normally calculated within the model, but for the purposes of this paper it 

will be assumed that the current percentage of vehicles of each vehicle type will continue 

indefinitely. This is because the goal of this analysis is to look at fuel decisions, not 

vehicle decisions, so the composition of the vehicle fleet will be held constant. Even 

though this section is mostly held constant, the vehicle sector will still be simulated in 

this analysis to provide accurate representation of how current CAFE standard will affect 

future fuel demand. Additional research is needed to assess the potential impacts of a 

LCFS and LCA models on consumer vehicle decisions. 
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average VMT of each vehicle are used to calculate the “General Fuel Demand” as seen in 

Figure 6. The “General Fuel Demand” is basically an engine type based division of fuel 
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demand, whereby fuel is needed for a gasoline engine type or diesel engine type (Electric 

and natural gas engine types are not tracked in this analysis). This leads to the “Fuel 

Available Allocated to Meet Demand Based on Fuel Ranking” variable. This variable 

represents the decision of the regulated entity (i.e. blenders/refiners/importers) on how to 

meet consumer demand for fuel in a given year. The decision variable operates in two 

different ways, depending on whether or not the regulated entity is governed by policies. 

If no policies are in place, then the regulated entity supplies fuel to meet demand based 

upon what is cheapest (i.e. only “Levelized Average Fuel Production Costs”). Levelized 

average fuel costs are calculated based on annual costs such as feedstocks and plant 

O&M costs while capital costs are spread over the lifetime of the plant. However, this is 

constrained by the “Fuel Availability” of particular fuels. Levelized average fuel 

production costs are the result of using an 8% discount rate
9
 and accounting for the costs 

of the feedstock to produce the fuel, cost to produce the plant, plant operation and 

maintenance costs, “Fuel Production Infrastructure Life”, and federal subsidies for 

biofuels (Taff, 2009). 

 

There are three major constraints on the “Fuel Availability” variable. First, there is an 

absolute cap on how much of a particular fuel can be produced annually based on 

technical limits on the feedstock used to produce the fuel. For example, only a certain 

amount of farm land in Minnesota could realistic be converted to the production of 

biodiesel. This model does not consider other environmental implications of such 

                                                 
9
 An 8% discount rate was selected as a common rate used in levelized average cost estimates for plant 

construction and operation. 
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constraints. The next limitation is one related to technological expansion. The variable 

“Years to Fully Expand Fuel Availability” is used to calculate how much market share 

can be captured by new technologies as they come online. If this exogenous assumption 

is assumed to be 20 years and there is enough feedstock to meet demand, a new 

technology can capture about 5% of the market fuel market annually. This assumption 

was chosen to try and mimic historic fuel switching trends. Once the allocation of fuels to 

meet demand is completed there is a “Final Fuel Supply Decision” . Given this final 

decision “Fuel Production Infrastrucure Growth” will occur on a delay in order to meet 

demand within the state. Similarly, there is a “Fuel Production Infrastructure 

Decomission” rate established based on “Fuel Production Infrastructure Life” . Existing 

“Fuel Production Infrastructure” is the last constraining variable on “Fuel Available”. 

The relationship between these two variables is that it is possible to use fuels beyond 

capacity of the state (i.e. “Fuel Production Infrastructure”), but the model system over 

time will move towards supplying as much of the fuels needed within the state by sources 

within the state. 
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Figure 7: Model overview of vehicles, fuel supply decision, and fuel policies. 

 

The introduction of policies provide for a further constraint on decisions as seen in 

Figure 7. There is currently a federal “Renewable Fuel Standard” that in effect will be 
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ignored in this analysis, since scope is limited to Minnesota and there is a more restrictive 

Minnesota state “Renewable Fuel Standard” . The “Renewable Fuel Standard” requires 

an absolute minimum blending rate, meaning a certain portion of demand must be met by 

biofuels. Specifically, the RFS takes the form of an ethanol and biodiesel requirement. 

All gasoline sold in MN must have 10% denatured ethanol by volume, and 20% starting 

in August of 2013 while diesel must contain 2% biodiesel by 2005 and 20% by 2015 

(MN Statute 239.791, 2007; Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy. 2008). The 20% 

RFS requirements have yet to be approved by the EPA.  

 

The policy of focus for this analysis is the LCFS. Compliance with an LCFS requires the 

factoring of “Full Fuel Cycle Emissions” into the decision making process, therefore 

affecting the ranking of fuels in terms of what will be used first to meet consumer fuel 

blend demand. Under an LCFS both the 10% and 20% RFS mandate could be met, 

however the imposition of an LCFS may require additional emissions reduction  which 

could be met by increasing the blending rate or use fuels with a lower emissions intensity 

(i.e. ethanol). 
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Figure 8: Model overview of vehicles, fuel supply decision, fuel policies, and outputs. 

Once the regulated entity makes a decision about the types of fuels it will supply to meet 

demand, a number of results are calculated (as seen in Figure 8). First, GHG emissions 

and fuel blend emission intensities from the transportation sector are calculated based on 
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those fuels. Average fuel blend prices are calculated based on the levelized average costs 

of individual liquid fuels and then a percentage based price markup calculated internally
10

 

for state taxes and other costs. Markup is applied in order to calculate retail prices at the 

pump for the proceeding time periods. Fuel jobs generated/needed to produce the 

required fuels in a given year are calculated based on exogenous data about the number 

of people need to produce one unit of energy of fuels (“Fuel Infrastructure and 

Production Jobs”). 
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Figure 9: Model overview 

 

The last structural component of the eChoice Simulator model is the price feedback on 

VMT, seen in Figure 9. The major feedback effect is on the consumer behavior, via per 

                                                 
10

 This markup is based upon the difference between market price data in the year 2000 and the cost of 

production calculated in the model. 
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vehicle VMT. If retail fuel blend prices that consumer purchase rise above or below the 

previous year 2000’s price levels, VMT will decrease or increase respectively at a rate 

based upon exogenous “Fuel Demand Elasticity” .  

 

In summary, in the eChoice Simulator model, demand for fuel is calculated based upon 

VMT, vehicle efficiency, and the vehicles in the fleet. To meet fuel demand, fuel choices 

are made that are constrained by policy and technical constraints. Fuel choices are used to 

calculate a range of model results, including fuel blend prices, jobs, and emissions. Prices 

then have feedback effects on VMT. 

 

Underlying Modeling Assumptions 

There are three underlying structural assumptions that act as limitations to the capabilities 

of the eChoice Simulator model. First, it is a demand driven model. Fuel demand is the 

most natural driver of the fuel market over fuel supply because consumer fuel demand is 

relatively inelastic (Farrell et al., 2007). While this assumption is not perfectly realistic 

(given that in reality there can be supply shortfalls that drive up price), it was unlikely 

that such situation specific events could be adequately modeled. This is one of the major 

limitations of modeling in general. Situations that cannot be quantified (or for which no 

data or information exist) cannot be easily modeled. Therefore, demand will always be 

met, but to do so might require more expensive fuel production technologies, leading to 

increased prices and lower VMT over time. 
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The second major structural assumption of the model is that the overall system dynamics 

are more important than individual events within the system. In other words, annual 

trends and trends for the state as a whole are more important than individual entity 

choices and impacts. While there is some resolution within the system, the eChoice 

Simulator model largely tracks macro events in the form of system averages. The 

resulting effect is that there is, for all practical purposes, one comprehensive vehicle fleet, 

one fuel producer/refiner/blender, and one consumer. This is an example of a limitation 

imposed on all modeling, in that limited resources, time, and information prevent full 

development because of the tradeoff between depth and scope of detail (Matthewson and 

Weisberg, 2008). Currently, the only practical way to model the wide range of individual 

commercial and consumer decisions is through system averages, especially given that 

publicly available data exists in this form. 

 

The last major structural assumption within the eChoice Simulator model is centered on 

the treatment of feedback. For example, feedback within the model through prices occurs 

annually, feedback for decisions about the current year’s demand are made based on the 

previous year’s demand, and finally these feedbacks are felt equally throughout the state 

(see the previous Chapter 3 on structural assumption). The eChoice Simulator model uses 

a series of fixed delays for its feedback impacts. These fixed delays allow the model to 

look at what has happened in the past in order to make changes in the current time period. 

This is how decisions about fuel production and the impact of fuel prices on VMT are 

made. Finally, these feedback impacts are taken on the aggregate and do not differentiate 
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between regions within Minnesota. However, despite these three limitations, the eChoice 

Simulator model with its system dynamic components is useful tool for analyzing these 

issues because of its predictive capabilities, the use of system components to determine 

behavior, the consideration of feedstock, and process it imposes in trying to quantify the 

relationship between policies and policy impacts (see Chapter 1). 

 

Input Assumptions and Descriptions 

The eChoice Simulator model’s assumptions are arrayed with one of two sets of 

subscripts
11

. The first subscript called “Fuel Type” separates out four vehicle engine 

types: Gasoline, Diesel, Electric, and Natural Gas. The latter two will not be used in this 

analysis, but the former represent engine types that take gasoline blends and diesel blends 

respectively. This could include flex fuel vehicles using E85, but these vehicles are not 

modeled as a separate variable. The last subscript further subdivides the last subscript and 

is called “Transportation Technology” . It separates out five fuel technology production 

methods: Refinery Oil, CTL, Corn Grain Ethanol, Cellulosic Ethanol, and Biodiesel. The 

first two can produce either gasoline or diesel and the last three produce the 

corresponding biofuels. There is an additional “Transportation Technology” subscript in 

the model called Advanced Biodiesel, but not used in the present analysis (literature 

reveals little practical data for modeling a profile of this process in terms of costs). 

Assumptions are shown in Table 11: 

                                                 
11

 Subscripts allow the tracking of several variables simultaneously within the single visually represented 

variable. Example: Subscripted Variable (SV) 1 contains A, B, C. SV 2 contains X,Y,Z. SV 1 x SV2 = A x 

X, B x Y, and C x Z. 
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Table 8: Description of eChoice Simulator model exogenous assumptions. 

Variable Name Unit Used Description Use

Initial Vehicles by Type in 2000 Vehicles Initial vehicles in the fleet in the year 2000.

Used as a starting point for vehicles in the state or 

region to generate fuel demand.

Average Vehicle Life Years

Average lifespan of a vehicle in the vehicle 

fleet. Used to calculate the vehicle decommission rate.

Initial Vehicle Energy Efficiency in 2000 Miles/Gallon

Initial MPG vehicle efficiency for vehicles 

starting in 2000.

Used as a starting vehicle efficiency for the fleet, 

which is used to calculate fuel demand in the 

transportation sector.

Federal CAFE Standards Miles/Gallon Federal CAFE standards. New vehicle efficiency requirements.

Average Time to Build Transportation 

Technology Years Average time to build fuel infrastructure

Used to calculate the transportation technology 

construction completion rate within the state.

Initial Transportation Technology 

Production in 2000 Trillion BTUs Initial fuel production in the year 2000.

Used as initial production to meet transportation 

fuel demand within the state.

Average Life of Transportation 

Technology Year Average life of fuel production infrastructure.

Used to calculate the transportation fuel 

technology decommission rate within the state.

Years to Fully Change Fuel Availability Year

Years required to develop new fuel 

technology.

This operates as a smoother, whereby as new 

cheaper technologies come online they takes time 

to dominate the market because of technical 

constraints.

Transpiration Technology Availability 

Start Date N/A

Date in which a particular transportation fuel 

technology becomes technically available.

A particular transportation technology cannot 

begin construction until after the data listed.

Transportation Technology Operation 

and Maintenance Costs

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs

Transportation fuel technology operation and 

maintenance costs.

Used to calculate levelized average costs, which 

are then used to make construction and blending 

decisions as well as calculate fuel prices.

Transportation Investment Discount Rate Fraction

Discount rate used in the transportation fuel 

sector.

Used to calculate levelized average costs, which 

are then used to make construction and blending 

decisions as well as calculate fuel prices.

Transportation Technology Construction 

Costs

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs

Transportation fuel technology costs to build a 

plant.

Used to calculate levelized average costs, which 

are then used to make construction and blending 

decisions as well as calculate fuel prices.

Full Fuel Cycle Emissions

Metric Tons 

CO2e/Trillion 

BTUs

Full Fuel Cycle Emissions of chosen 

transportation fuel technology production 

pathways.

Used to calculate GHG emissions from the 

transportation sector. They also factor into fuel 

productions decisions under a LCFS. 

Federal Fuel Feedstock Taxes or 

Subsidies

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs Federal Subsidies for Biofuels

Used to calculated levelized average fuel 

production costs for biofuels

Federal Fuel Energy Based Taxes or 

Subsidies 

Dollar/Trillion 

BTUs

Federal energy based taxes or subsidies on 

consumer fuel.

Impacts the price of consumer fuels, and 

therefore consumer VMT.

Initial Price of Fuel Blend

Dollar/Trillion 

BTUs

Initial price of consumer fuel blends in the 

year 2000.

Used as previous years fuel demand to calculate 

the impact of changing prices on VMT.

Fuel Demand Elasticity N/A

Demand elasticity used in the transportation 

fuel sector.

Used to calculate the price consumers see at the 

pump for vehicle fuels.

Initial Vehicle Miles Traveled Mile/Vehicle Initial VMT in the year 2000. Used to calculate fuel demand.

Soybeans Biodiesel Availability Trillion BTUs

Total availability of energy from soybeans 

feedstock.

Maximum cap for energy from one feedstock 

source.

North American Oil Refinery 

Availability Trillion BTUs

Total availability of energy from soybeans 

feedstock.

Maximum cap for energy from one feedstock 

source.

Foreign Oil Refinery Availability Trillion BTUs

Total availability of energy from soybeans 

feedstock.

Maximum cap for energy from one feedstock 

source.

Corn Ethanol Availability Trillion BTUs

Total availability of energy from soybeans 

feedstock.

Maximum cap for energy from one feedstock 

source.

Coal Availability Trillion BTUs

Total availability of energy from soybeans 

feedstock.

Maximum cap for energy from one feedstock 

source.

Biomass Availability Trillion BTUs

Total availability of energy from soybeans 

feedstock.

Maximum cap for energy from one feedstock 

source.

Transportation Technology Feedstock 

Costs 

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs

Prices for transportation fuels with only one 

feedstock.

Used to select feedstocks for use to meet fuel 

demand.

Transportation Technology Jobs Per 

Trillion Job/Trillion BTUs Jobs generated through fuel production.

Used to track job creation through fuel 

production.
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Data for these assumptions can be seen in Appendix I, along with sources and/or 

justifications for best guess data assumptions. 

 

Modeling Scenarios Assumptions 

All scenarios use the variables mentioned in Input Assumptions and Descriptions, as 

well as corresponding data from Appendix I. Scenarios 3 through 5 use data generated 

from the baseline GREET, LEM, and GHGenius models respectively for use in the “Full 

Fuel Cycle Emissions” variable (see Chapter 3). For simplicity, Minnesota is assumed to 

be the only state with an LCFS policy, in order to eliminate the necessity of predicting 

cross-state credit trading. This also serves the purpose of eliminating the need to model a 

credit system within an LCFS (since the eChoice Simulator model is a model of the 

overall system). Therefore the system blend of biofuels does not change if the LCFS 

includes a credit system.  

 

The time frame used in the analysis is from the year 2000 to the year 2050. The initial 

start time was established before the current time period for model validity testing. Since, 

increase to the model LCFS end in 2020 the end point could have been placed at that 

time, but there may be lingering dynamic impacts from the LCFS that should be captured 

by letting the model run longer than the policy. Other timing assumptions of note are that 

the cellulosic ethanol production capability is not expected to be available at any level for 

fuel producers in the state of Minnesota until 2016. The CTL gasoline and diesel 

production capability is from CTL assumed to be available to fuel producers starting in 
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2011.  These dates were developed from expert illiciation on when these technologies 

would be commercially viable (see Appendix I).  

 

It would have been desirable to have time series data on various costs of production. For 

example, the price projections of crude oil from the Energy Information Administration 

could have been used. The problem with the use of time series data on fuel price 

projections is that it is necessary to have estimates for all fuel sources to be truly 

accurate. At issue is that if the price of oil is increasing, but the cost of corn grain is not 

then the traditional fuels will be unrealistically disadvantaged. Even if one ignores this 

issue, changing average costs of production do not matter in a substantial manner unless 

there are substantial incentives that make other fuel production options more appealing 

besides policy mandates. The fuel production decisions are not substantially affected by 

this data limitation, however, the author acknowledges that the retail fuel blend prices 

being calculated within the model are likely lower than what would occur in reality. The 

relative price changes should be robust. 

 

One major scenario assumption is that the model is set up to be predisposed towards not 

exporting or importing fuels, because of the lack of information about what is going on in 

the larger fuels market. Therefore, while it is possible to import more fuels than can be 

produced within the state of Minnesota, Minnesota based fuel production will increase to 

try and keep up with demand so that fuels are not imported.  
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The last major LCFS related scenario assumption is that only liquid fuels are regulated. 

This is a slight variation on the proposed Minnesota legislation, which included the 

regulation of electricity through the availability of credit generation for utilities through 

subsidies for plug-in-hybrid vehicles. This was done for simplicity, since it would require 

modeling an additional sector with a wholly independent set of decisions from 

transportation fuels.   
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Chapter 5: eChoice Simulator Model Results 

This chapter describes the story being told by the eChoice Simulator model, about how 

the transportation system behaves under the various conditions in five scenarios modeled. 

Results from all five scenarios are reported in relation to whether scenario conditions 

include an LCA model or not and if so, which LCA model was used. These reported 

results include cumulative biofuels produced, total GHG emissions accounted, annual 

workers employed as a part of the fuel industry, fuel blend prices, and cumulative 

emissions of two other GHG pollutants, NOx and SOx. Trends in these model outputs 

will be described, along with the general story of why the trends are the way they are 

within the model. For example, if there is a switch between a particular fuel production 

processes, it should be explainable by changes in policy, cost structure, availability of the 

technology, or feedstock to produce the fuel. Finally, model validity was tested by 

comparing fuel demand and GHG emission outputs for the years 2000 to 2005 to real 

world data to ensure that the model is producing plausible results. 

 

Scenario 1 is the base case, in which no LCFS policy has been implemented, no LCA 

model is incorporated, and the transportation sector continues as if all current existing 

legislatively enacted policies are in effect (Chapter 4 Modeling Scenarios). This 

includes Minnesota’s RFS mandates awaiting approval from the EPA, CAFE standards, 

and current subsidies (e.g. ethanol subsidies to blenders). All GHG emissions data stem 

from vehicle O&M because no LCA models are used. In scenario 2, a LCFS standard 
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policy is instituted, but based only on the GHG emissions (i.e. still no LCA incorporated) 

generated from vehicle O&M and not the full fuel cycle. The instituted LCFS requires a 

10% reduction in GHG emission intensity of fuel by 2020, based on tailpipe emissions 

and vehicle maintenance. Although, this policy is not being seriously considered in 

legislation it has been discussed as a viable LCFS alternative in legislative committee. 

Basing the standard on GHG emission intensity from vehicle O&M means the standard 

does not differentiate between how gasoline, diesel, ethanol, or biodiesel are generated. 

Although Scenarios 3 through 5 include the same LCFS policy and other current policies 

(CAFE, RFS, biofuel subsidies), however, the basis of LCFS is full fuel cycle emissions 

generated from the GREET, GHGenius, and LEM model respectively. Differences and 

similarities in emission and economic trends generated in each scenario will be analyzed 

in Chapter 6. 

 

Biofuel Production 

Corn grain and switch grass based cellulosic ethanol fuel production and consumption 

trends can be seen in Figure 10 and Figure 11 respectively. Switch grass was selected 

over other options for cellulosic ethanol because it was available in all three LCA models 

and compared to the other option (i.e. wood residues) was able to function as a biofuel 

crop and therefore taking advantage of existing biofuel infrastructure. The lines for 

scenario 2 that include a LCFS without LCA models cannot be seen, because it located 

under the line for scenario 1 without either an LCFS or LCA model. This means the 

introduction of an LCFS policy without the use of an LCA model is not likely to change 
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decision-making by fuel providers. The reason for this is that an LCFS standard in 

scenario 2 would already be met through the use of Minnesota’s biofuel RFS mandates, 

as evidenced through rising cumulative corn grain ethanol use. Cellulosic ethanol is never 

used in scenario 1 and 2, because the state RFS does not distinguish between sources of 

biofuels. Therefore the regulated entity is making a simple cost decision whereby corn 

grain ethanol is the cheapest option to meet the RFS and the LCFS emissions goal are 

met by complying with a RFS. The use of a LCFS policy without LCA models does not 

change ethanol production decisions (i.e. scenario 2) relative to scenario 1. 

 

Cumulative Corn Grain Ethanol Production and Consumption
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Figure 10: Cumulative corn grain ethanol production and consumption from eChoice Simulator 

model results. 

Scenario 1 and 2 
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Cumulative Cellulosic Ethanol Production and Consumption
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Figure 11: Cumulative cellulosic ethanol production and consumption from eChoice Simulator model 

results. 
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Figure 12: Cumulative biodiesel production and consumption eChoice Simulator model results. 

All Scenarios 
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Scenarios 3 through 5, --whereby an LCFS is in effect using LCA models- does change 

the ethanol production decisions relative to scenario 2, where LCA models are not used. 

First,, the cumulative corn grain ethanol use from scenario 1 and 2 eventually exceeds the 

scenarios 3 through 5 using LCA models. Therefore, the use of the LCA models is 

causing a shift away from corn grain ethanol. The corresponding rising rate of cumulative 

cellulosic ethanol (Figure 11) in scenarios 3 through 5 is the analog to the dropping rate 

of cumulative corn grain ethanol (Figure 10) use in order to meet the LCFS standard. 

Cellulosic ethanol ranks better than corn grain ethanol when available for fuel production 

under an LCFS that uses LCA models due to fewer GHG emissions. When a regulated 

entity is trying to meet its LCFS obligation while LCA models are used (scenarios 3-5), 

cellulosic ethanol is used even though it is more expensive then corn grain ethanol. This 

is because on a per dollar basis, the emissions intensity reduction achieved from the use 

of cellulosic ethanol is greater according to all three LCA models. Comparing the 

situation without the use of an LCA model (scenario 2) and with an LCA model (scenario 

3 through 5) under an LCFS shows that the value of using cellulosic ethanol is in its 

greater emissions intensity reduction potential on a per dollar basis. That potential is only 

uncovered through the use of the LCA model as part of an LCFS policy. 

 

There is an important difference between scenarios 3 through 5 using LCA models under 

an LCFS. First, it is important to note that some amount of corn grain ethanol (Figure 10) 

continues to be used annually (in scenarios 3 and 5 using the GREET and LEM model) 

because the regulated entity can meet the LCFS standard without using 20% cellulosic 
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ethanol. Corn grain ethanol is used to make up the difference in order to meet the 20% 

RFS standard (as seen in scenario 3 and 5 in Figure 10) because it is cheapest on a 

levelized average cost basis. Additionally, the RFS is not concerned with how the ethanol 

is produced.  This has important implications on fuel blend prices, which will be 

addressed in Chapter 6. 

 

Scenario 4 using GHGenius is different from the other two scenarios using LCA models: 

cumulative corn grain ethanol production and use levels off instead of continuing to 

grow. The much larger use of cellulosic ethanol in scenario 4 (Figure 11) indicates that 

corn grain ethanol is eventually replaced by the use of cellulosic ethanol. In this scenario, 

meeting the LCFS requires greater than 20% cellulosic ethanol blending because of 

GHGenius and therefore corn grain ethanol is no longer the efficient means to meet the 

LCFS and RFS. The differences between GHGenius’s calculations of the full fuel cycle 

emission intensity score for cellulosic ethanol relative to the other LCA models has an 

impact on whether corn grain is an appealing source of ethanol (at least within the state of 

Minnesota). Also, scenario 4 is the only scenario that requires more than 20% ethanol 

blending because of assumptions by the model in regard to the type of industrial farming 

and associated GHG emissions that would be used to produce cellulosic ethanol. 

 

There are no differences between the five scenarios in terms of biodiesel production 

(Figure 12), which means that both the LCFS and RFS would be met regardless of 

whether an LCA model is used or not. Biodiesel blending is driven by the RFS. This is 
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partially due to the fact that in all three LCA scenarios (3-5), relative to diesel, the 

emission intensity (full fuel cycle or otherwise) of biodiesel is substantially lower. Lower 

biodiesel blending rates are then required under a LCFS policy (i.e. lower emission 

intensity scores mean less fuel is needed to meet an LCFS standard), relative to the 

blending rates needed to meet the RFS. However, the other contributing factor is the lack 

of alternative biodiesel fuel pathway in the LCA models. The lack of LCA model 

alternative biodiesel fuel pathways limited the analysis. This is an important result in and 

of itself because it means that more cost effective (i.e. cheapest option to meet an LCFS) 

technology or feedstock options may be available to meet an LCFS, but if there is no 

system to produce GHG intensity scores then there will not be any incentive to use those 

technologies. The incentive structure under an LCFS using LCA models analysis will be 

highly dependent upon both the LCA model emission intensity scores and the LCA 

model capabilities. 

 

Emission of Pollutants 

Figure 13, Figure 14, and Figure 15 show annual CO2e, NOx, and SOx emissions 

respectively. In all three graphs, scenario 1 without LCA models and an LCFS, and 

scenario 2 with an LCFS and without LCA models are the same. These graphs cannot say 

much about absolute increases or decreases in GHGs or other pollutants, because each 

scenario achieves the same percentage of emission reduction relative the situation prior to 

increased RFS restrictions or an implementation of an LCFS. There are a couple 

important differences between the LCA models (scenarios 3 through 5) that are worth 
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noting. The graph of cumulative CO2e emissions shows that the use of LCA models 

accounts for detectable, but not very large amounts of CO2e relative to scenario 1 and 2 

not using LCA models. This difference is primarily due to additional GHG accounting 

from biofuels; however, at most only 20-30% of fuel is biofuels and therefore the 

difference compared to the baseline is small.  

 

Given the relative fuel decisions under scenario 4 and 5 using the LEM and GHGenius, in 

the tracking of annual CO2e emissions, are very similar relative to the GREET. Despite 

minor differences in the impacts of the LCA models, GHGenius and LEM model still 

account for relatively the same scope of CO2e emissions. Given the fuel decisions in 

scenarios 3 through 5, the full fuel cycle emission intensities produced by GREET 

account for the most CO2e emissions, while the LEM and GHGenius models account for 

slightly less. Overall, there are no major differences between the LCA models in regard 

to CO2e, which is expected given LCA model outputs were largely similar for the 

various fuel pathways. 

 

Again it is not the absolute CO2e emissions are really increasing, but rather that the 

inclusion of models account for more CO2e. To illustrate this point, absolute CO2e for 

each scenario was estimated by taking cumulative fuel production and consumption in 

2050, converting them to CO2e (using emission intensity scores from GREET), and 

summing them for all fuels. Table 9 shows that scenarios 3 through 5 will reduce CO2e; 
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however, because the most cellulosic ethanol is used in scenario 4, this scenario achieves 

the most significant CO2e reductions. 

Scenario Cumulative million metric tons CO2e in 2050

Scenario 1 1769

Scenario 2 1769

Scenario 3 1691

Scenario 4 1584

Scenario 5 1684

Results standardized using the GREET model
 

Table 9: Standardized cumulative CO2e results for scenarios 1 through 5 using GREET. 
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Figure 13: Annual CO2e emissions from the eChoice Simulator model results. 

Scenario 1 and 2 
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Figure 14: Annual NOx emissions from the eChoice Simulator model results. 
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Figure 15: Annual SOx emissions from the eChoice Simulator model results. 

Scenario 1 and 2 

Scenario 1 and 2 
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The use of LCA models to account for NOx and SOx pollutants produces significantly 

varied results. Not only do the LCA model outputs significantly disagree about how 

much NOx and SOx is emitted in each scenario, they also vary widely in how much full 

fuel cycle emissions matter in regards to the measuring of these pollutants. For example, 

GREET accounts for NOx emissions at a level not much higher than the NOx emission 

produced from vehicle O&M (scenario 1 and 2). However, the GHGenius and LEM 

models account for a significantly larger portion of NOx emissions in their full fuel cycle 

accounting relative to GREET or vehicle O&M emissions. 

 

A separate, but related major difference between the pollutant accounting of the three 

LCA models, is that they do not agree about the differences between pollutants from, for 

example, ethanol relative to gasoline. For example, Figure 15 shows that the annual rate 

of SOx emissions decreases slightly in scenario 3 using GREET after cellulosic ethanol 

begins to be used. The use of LEM in scenario 5, which leads to about the same amount 

of cellulosic ethanol, does not have a significant impact on SOx emissions. The 

accounting of fuel’s non-CO2e pollutants using results from LCA models leads to 

substantial differences in the magnitude of those pollutants accounted for, as well as 

differences between whether switching from traditional fuels to biofuels actually leads to 

increases or decreases in pollutants. Again, this does not mean that absolute pollutants 

increase but rather that they are better accounted for through LCA models. 
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Fuel Blend Prices 

Figure 16 shows the average price of a gasoline fuel blend in each of the five scenarios 

from the eChoice Simulator model. The graph with corresponding average price of diesel 

fuel blends was not displayed, because all five scenarios were the same since biodiesel 

production and consumption decisions did not change. Decisions did not change because 

the biodiesel RFS already mandates enough biodiesel to meet the LCFS. This, in turn, is 

because biodiesel’s full fuel cycle emission intensity is significantly lower than diesel. 

However, if there was no RFS standard one would expect that there would still be an 

increase in the average diesel fuel blend price in order to meet the LCFS. However, this 

average fuel blend price would be lower than what it would be under an RFS. 

 

Overall, all five scenarios lead to increases in the average fuel blend price of gasoline fuel 

blends. This is because more ethanol is used and ethanol is more expensive than gasoline 

(on a gasoline gallon equivalent basis). Scenario 1 without LCA models or an LCFS, and  

Scenario 2 operating with an LCFS but without LCA models, shows only a slight 

increase in prices because of the RFS mandate. This is in contrast to scenarios 3 through 

5, in which the LCFS becomes operational and there is a significant initial spike in price 

from the rapid increase in corn grain ethanol use to meet the standard (see Figure 10). 

This trend occurs until about 2016 when the cellulosic ethanol production technology 

becomes available. Then, the price of the fuel blend decreases as corn grain ethanol is 

replaced by cellulosic ethanol, because less cellulosic ethanol is needed on a per gallon 

basis to meet the LCFS. 
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Figure 16: Average price of gasoline fuel blends from the eChoice Simulator model results. 

 

The impact of the GREET and LEM model are not substantially different in regards to 

their impact on prices. However, there are significant differences between these two 

models and GHGenius in how prices changes over time. Scenario 4 using the GHGenius 

LCA model has a smaller and delayed price spike compared to scenarios 3 and 5 using 

the GREET and LEM model respectively. These trends can be attributed to the fact that 

the difference between the GHGenius full fuel cycle emission intensity results for 

gasoline and corn grain ethanol, and the difference between the full fuel cycle emission 

intensity of corn grain ethanol compared to cellulosic ethanol, are larger and smaller 

relative to the LEM and GREET models. In summary, compared to other LCA models, 

Scenario 1 and 2 
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using GHGenius in an LCFS means less corn grain ethanol is needed to meet the LCFS 

before cellulosic ethanol is available. However, more cellulosic ethanol is needed to meet 

the standard once it is available. 

 

Average gasoline fuel blend prices in scenarios 3 and 5 using the GREET and LEM 

model eventually return to levels almost equivalent to scenario 1 and scenario 2. Scenario 

4 using the GHGenius LCA model, produced permanently elevated average fuel blend 

prices because cellulosic ethanol is blended at a rate higher than the 20% RFS mandate. 

These results imply that the combinations of an RFS and LCFS policy when using the 

GREET and LEM models actually increases the average fuel blend price of gasoline. The 

LCFS is always being met (see subsection eChoice Simulator Model Validity Testing in 

this chapter), regardless of whether an RFS leads to additional biofuel blending through 

corn grain ethanol (scenario 3 and 5) or not (scenario 4). If these scenarios did not 

employ an RFS, more cellulosic ethanol would be needed (in order to replace the corn 

grain ethanol that provide some GHG emission intensity reduction) to achieve the LCFS, 

but less cellulosic ethanol would be needed on a volumetric basis compared to corn grain 

ethanol. As an example, under an LCFS and RFS, 5% cellulosic ethanol blending and 

15% corn grain ethanol blending is needed to meet both standards. However, only 9% 

cellulosic ethanol might be needed under an RFS without LCFS. In summary, this 

scenario would achieve the same emission reductions, but the average fuel blend could 

cost less substantially less because of the volumetric differences between these two 

situations. 
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The use of LCA models in general, and specific LCA models in particular, can have 

significant impacts on the average fuel blend price of gasoline. Specifically, in the time 

period before cellulosic ethanol becomes available there will be a price spike of a size 

relative to the difference between gasoline and the ethanol being used to replace it, 

because higher than 20% corn grain ethanol blending rates would be needed to meet the 

LCFS. Whether or not prices remain high when corn grain ethanol is replaced by 

cellulosic ethanol depends on how high the GHG emission intensity of cellulosic ethanol 

is scored.  Regardless of the LCA model used, an LCFS using LCA models can lead to 

fuel price increases, but they might not be long lasting. However, a limitation of this 

analysis is that the model does not account for every possible cost associated with the 

maturation of various ethanol pathways 

 

Using fuel production and fuel production cost information, the cost to society of the 

LCFS using LCA models was calculated and can be seen in Table 10. Using data from 

Table 9 and Figure 16, the cost per million metric tons CO2e reduced was calculated for 

the 50 year period modeled in the scenarios. In generally, this shows that the costs of 

emission reductions to consumers under a LCFS are relatively inexpensive, at least 

compared to other potential policies such as carbon tax to reduce consumer demand of 

fuels. 
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Scenario Cost of reduction (Dollars/Metric Ton)

Scenario 1 0

Scenario 2 0

Scenario 3 29 

Scenario 4 59 

Scenario 5 32 
 

Table 10: Cost to society per metric tons of CO2e reduced over a 50 year period. 

 

Jobs 

Trends in annual workers employed from fuel production and construction of fuel 

production infrastructure across the scenarios (Figure 17) are similar to trends seen in 

other areas, because they are directly related to the use of biofuels. This is the result of 

the assumption used as input data that jobs are directly related to costs. Scenarios 3 

through 5 using LCA models in an LCFS policy each lead to a noticeable increase in job 

generation. This is primarily because of the fuel switching to cellulosic ethanol and short 

term increases in corn grain ethanol use, which generates more employment on a per unit 

of energy basis relative to corn grain ethanol, the primary biofuel used in scenarios 1 and 

2. Annual workers employed in scenario 4 will eventually overtake scenarios 3 and 5 

using the other LCA models because of the larger than 20% cellulosic ethanol average 

blending rate needed to meet the LCFS. Scenarios 3 and 5 do not require greater than 

20% ethanol blending on average. The use of LCA models can lead to the creation of 

more employment through encouraging increased biofuel use and the use of specific LCA 

models have an impact on the extent of that employment. While the use of LCA models 

leads to an increase in the number of people employed through biofuel use, the selection 
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of a particular LCA model will affect the extent of this employment through the 

encouragement of advanced biofuel use. 
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Figure 17: Annual Workers Employed for Construction and Operation of Fuel Production 

Infrastructure from eChoice Simulator model results. 

 

Coal to Liquids 

No scenario used the CTL technology to produce gasoline and diesel even though data 

for this technology was used in the e Choice Simulator model. The levelized average cost 

of the CTL technology is calculated to be just above that of fuel from a traditional 

refinery. Small decreases in the technological costs for CTL, along with continued 

increases in oil prices, could make gasoline and diesel produced from CTL more cost 

efficient relative to a traditional refinery.  

Scenario 1 and 2 
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This is important, because in the absence of policies based on full fuel cycle emission 

intensity (using LCA models or otherwise) or an outright ban on the use of the 

technology, there is a substantial possibility of CTL replacing a traditional refinery as a 

source of gasoline and diesel. This happened to be the case with earlier eChoice 

Simulator model runs using more optimistic cost data for CTL. If state, regional, or 

federal policies to address GHGs do not account for full fuel cycle emissions, then a 

gallon of gasoline or diesel produced from CTL would have the same score as fuel from a 

refinery. This is despite the fact that CTL produces over twice the GHGs on a full fuel 

cycle basis, according to the three LCA models evaluated.  

 

eChoice Simulator Model Validity Testing 

It was important to test the validity of a simulation model in order to ensure that outputs 

reflect reality by analyzing model results in the context of the real world. GHG emissions 

from fuel use, using GHG emission intensity vehicle O&M estimates and fuel demand 

estimated generated within the eChoice Simulator model were compared to historical 

data for the year 2000 to 2005 to establish model validity. This comparison can be seen in 

Table 12, and shows that there is relative agreement between the data, at least within an 

order of magnitude. More importantly the percentage change that occurs over time from 

the year 2000 to 2005 in fuel demand and CO2e emissions is very close together. The 

disagreement in numbers likely stems from disagreements between sources used for base 

data in the model, relative to the estimates used for historical comparison. Alternatively, 
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the eChoice Simulator model does not model specific vehicle types, but rather vehicle 

engine types. It is also possible the eChoice Simulator model is underestimating the use 

of heavy duty vehicles, relative to light duty vehicles, which would be less energy 

efficiency and generate more pollution. 

2000 2005 % change over time

On-road gasoline and diesel vehicles 

(Historic)  (MMT CO2e) 28 30 0.034

On-road gasoline and diesel vehicles 

(Estimated) (MMT CO2e) 23.4 25.2 0.037

Fuel Gasoline and Diesel Fuel Blend 

Demand (Historic) (Trillion BTUs) 419.4 454 0.040

Fuel Gasoline and Diesel Fuel Blend 

Demand (Estimated) (Trillion BTUs) 321 345 0.036  

Table 11: Estimated emission and fuel demand generated within the eChoice Simulator model, 

compared to historical data for the years 2000 to 2005 (Minnesota Climate Advisory Group, 2008; 

USDOE, 2001; USDOE, 2006). 

 

If the relevant data was available there would be two other estimates the eChoice 

Simulator model produces that would have been useful to compare to historical data to 

ensure model integrity. Historic data on fuel blend prices, if available, eventually could 

be used to determine whether or not changes in average fuel blend prices are realistic, 

given recent biofuel mandates. The other major piece of historical information that would 

have helped establish eChoice Simulator model validity is a breakdown of pollutants 

associated with transportation vehicles and/or transportation fuels. This would be used to 

establish whether estimates of pollutants from vehicle O&M are realistic. Data on these 
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emissions for the transportation sector exist, but not broken down by specific vehicle 

types. 

 

Summary 

In this analysis, there are stark differences between fuels produced, average fuel blend 

prices, and pollutant emissions comparing across the scenarios that do and do not use 

LCA models. A summary of these results can be seen in Table 12. Basically, the use of 

LCA models in an LCFS has a significant impact on what biofuels are produced and the 

sources of those biofuels (grass vs. grain). The use of LCA models and full fuel cycle 

emissions will likely lead to short term price increases, but not necessarily long term 

price impacts. In relation to prices, there was a corresponding, but opposite impact on 

cumulative jobs through the use of LCA models in each scenario. Changes in jobs and 

prices would be highly dependent upon the deployment of various technologies that can 

be used to help meet an LCFS.  

 

The choice of LCA model affected the extent to which cellulosic ethanol was used for 

fuel blends. This has secondary impacts on the extent to which a LCFS policy affects the 

use of corn grain ethanol and the ability to incentivize technological change. The LCA 

models evaluated account for CO2e in a fairly consistent matter, but there is wide 

variation in the accounting of other pollutants such as NOx and SOx among individual 

LCA models. Among the LCA models, the LEM and GREET models had similar impacts 

on the composition of fuel blends. This is despite the fact that the GHGenius and LEM 
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development history are closer. The differences between the models lead to some policy 

conflict between the RFS and LCFS, whereby additional GHG emission reductions were 

not achieved, but fuel was more expensive because of the inclusion of both policies. 

Finally, the choice of individual LCA models will effect whether average fuel blend price 

increases are a long term or short term impact, as well as the extent of those changes 

relative to the estimate scenario 1 where no LCFS is in place and LCA models are not 

used. 

The Use of LCA models in general impacts:

Regulated entity decision on whether to use traditional or 

advanced biofuels

The size of pollutant accounting

The price of average fuel blends (more expensive)

Job creation

The use of coal to liquids (discourage its use)
 

The Choice of Individual LCA models Impact:

Whether or not the LCFS also meets an RFS

Whether corn grain is appealing for ethanol production

The extent to which advanced biofuels are used

The capability of the LCFS to incentivization technological 

change

Significantly greater accounting of non-CO2e pollutants

Whether the use of biofuels reduces or increases non-

CO2e pollutants

Whether there are short term or longer term impacts of 

an LCFS on average fuel blends

Whether there is a policy conflict with RFS leads to more 

expensive fuels

The extent of job creation from advanced biofuels

The magnitude of short term price spikes
 

Table 12: Summary of the resulting impacts of the choice to use LCA models and specific LCA 

models in an LCFS policy. 
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Chapter 6: Analysis and Discussion 

eChoice Simulator model results help illustrate the competing and complementary 

dynamic constraints placed on regulated entities in the five scenarios modeled. This 

chapter explores these eChoice Simulator model results and the structural LCA model 

descriptions. Scenario 2, in which an LCFS policy is implemented without the 

consideration of full fuel cycle emissions, is considered as the baseline to explore 

whether the use of LCA matters in regard to how the LCFS functions. LCA models were 

assessed structurally and in regard to how they affect the transportation system as 

simulated within the eChoice Simulator model. These results were analyzed first within 

the context of how LCA models might inform policy making especially in terms of 

evaluating tradeoffs that result from using various models. Finally, uncertainties 

associated with LCA models and the eChoice Simulator model results were explored. 

 

Using LCA Models 

The first question this thesis set out to address was “Does the measurement of full fuel 

cycle emissions matter practically?” . The results from this analysis indicate that the 

answer is yes. Results from the eChoice Simulator model indicate that without the use of 

full fuel cycle emissions (i.e. Scenarios 2) a LCFS policy in Minnesota leads to 

effectively changes in fuel blends price in relation to the baseline (scenario 1). A debate 

over the tradeoffs between implementing an LCFS using LCA models and an LCFS that 

does not use LCA models seems to be meaningless. At least in the state of Minnesota, 

implementing an LCFS without using LCA models is unlikely to change behavior in the 
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transportation system. Yet this approach has been suggested as an alternative formulation 

of the LCFS policy (Minnesota Low Carbon Fuel Standard Senate Hearing Notes, 2009). 

 

There are three ways in which using LCA matters. The inclusion of LCA models in an 

LCFS policy changes the mix of biofuels over time. In particular the use of the advanced 

biofuel cellulosic ethanol substantially increases (as theoretically expected, see Chapter 

1). This is the result of the partial or full transition (depending on the scenario) from corn 

grain ethanol to the more expensive cellulosic ethanol to meet the LCFS standard in 

scenarios 3 through 5. This situation would be very unlikely to occur under a situation 

with an LCFS without LCA models (i.e. scenario 2), because regulated firms would not 

typically choose a more expensive fuel that doesn’t provide any additional emission 

reduction incentive. These changes in biofuels lead to a corresponding price increase (at 

least in the short term) because of the expense of producing cellulosic ethanol (and 

theoretically biodiesel if a more expensive, less emission intensive option had been 

available in the simulation) and greater cumulative job creation. A major tradeoff faced 

by policy makers is whether maintaining low average fuel blend prices or encouraging 

job creation is the more important goal. 

 

LCA models provided for a larger scope of pollutant tracking (in this case CO2e, NOx, 

and SOx). One point of particular importance is that the use of LCA models in the LCFS 

policy would not favor the implementation of the highly GHG emitting technology CTL, 

on a full fuel cycle basis (according to the three LCA models analyzed in this paper). 
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Practically, this is relevant to policy makers, because in the absence of LCA 

considerations the use of CTL technology to produce gasoline and diesel looks like a 

good option on a levelized average cost basis. Currently, CTL is only a bit more 

expensive then the use of the traditional refinery, but given rising oil prices and the 

potential of continued declining costs of CTL plant construction and operation means that 

CTL could quickly become more economically appealing to fuel producers. 

 

The second question that arises is why LCA models matter with regard to fuel. One 

reason is that a gallon of gasoline or ethanol is considered the same in terms of emission 

intensity regardless of how it was generated if LCA models are not included in the 

system. Decision making under an LCFS in this situation does not distinguish between 

CTL gasoline and diesel or between cellulosic ethanol and corn grain ethanol. This is 

important, because a comparison of the breakdown of full fuel cycle emissions sources 

across all three LCA models shows that the major emitting fuel pathway step is not the 

same sources across fuels.  

 

The greater accounting of pollutants by using LCA models in the eChoice Simulator 

model is another indicator of variation in fuel sources. Gasoline and diesel emissions 

produced from traditional refinery processes occur at the tailpipe of the vehicle in fuel 

combustion. However, biofuels and the CTL fuel pathways used in this analysis have the 

majority of emissions occur upstream of the vehicle itself. The second reason is that 

vehicle operations and maintenance emissions for ethanol and biodiesel are significantly 
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less than gasoline, by around 75%. This is due to assumptions about carbon sequestration 

that occurred in producing the fuel. This means relatively little additional ethanol or 

biodiesel blending beyond the RFS, coming from any source, would be needed to achieve 

the 10% reduction under the LCFS (Sc. 1 and 2). Since this is the case, the LCFS is able 

to be met by existing RFS legislation in scenario 2.  

 

There are several reasons why these results should impact policy decision making, and 

addresses the question: What are the implications of the use of LCA models or a 

particular LCA model? Estimates of full fuel cycle emissions from the three LCA models 

show the majority of emissions for biofuels’ non-traditional production processes occur 

upstream of the vehicle, which is not the case for petroleum fuels. If the goal of a policy 

is only to encourage biofuel use regardless of source or emissions, then it would be easier 

to use an RFS similar to current policies to achieve higher biofuel blending, since the 

policy infrastructure for this is already in place in the US.  Policy makers may be more 

concerned about energy security and generating fuel feedstocks within the US as the 

primary reason to generally only promote biofuels. An RFS policy will not address 

additional CO2e and pollutant emissions that may be the results of a transition to 

technologies such as CTL or corn grain ethanol. However, if the goal of an LCFS is to 

incentivize the use of advanced biofuels that reduce GHG emissions throughout the 

system, then an LCFS that does not incorporate LCA models is unlikely to achieve this 

goal. Without the use of full fuel cycle emission intensity, advanced biofuels will need 
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incentives other than a LCFS to grow in market share. In addition, fuel production could 

potentially shift to options that pollute more over a full fuel cycle basis (such as CTL).  

 

 

Differences Between  LCA Models 

Comparison of the results from scenarios 3 through 5 helps answer the second part of the 

second question originally posed in Chapter 1: What are the implications of the use of 

LCA models or a particular LCA model? The first set of major implications in using a 

particular LCA model is how biofuel use is impacted. Particular LCA models advance the 

use of cellulosic ethanol over the use of corn grain ethanol. While technological 

advancement in how corn grain ethanol is produced was not included in the eChoice 

Simulator model, it is possible that the same incentives that lead to the use of cellulosic 

ethanol may lead to reducing the GHG emission intensity of existing corn grain ethanol 

pathways . The use of LCA models all encourage the use of corn grain ethanol in the 

short term, but between the models there is some variation in the magnitude of corn grain 

ethanol used in the short term under and LCFS policy. More significant differences occur 

in the long term, comparing the LEM and GREET to GHGenius. GHGenius’s assumption 

that cellulosic ethanol comes from grass, leads to a higher emission intensity score 

relative to the other two models, but still significantly below corn grain ethanol. In 

scenario 4 using GHGenius, corn grain ethanol is not used at all and significant amounts 

of cellulosic ethanol are needed to meet the LCFS. Lower scored GHG intensity for 

cellulosic ethanol leads to less corn grain ethanol use to comply with law.  
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eChoice Simulator model results show that each LCA model would increase the 

development of cleaner, advanced biofuels like cellulosic ethanol, but LCA models can 

substantially impact the pressure of these incentives. Policy makers considering which 

LCA model should be the standard in LCFS policies face an easy decision when looking 

at the short term (first few years of an LCFS) because the choice between LCA models is 

a choice about the level of incentives for corn grain ethanol. This is an easy dichotomous 

decision dependent on whether policy makers want to promote as much corn grain 

ethanol as possible. However, the question becomes: What balance of biofuel production 

pressures do policy makers want in the long run? There is a tradeoff here between 

incentivizing the development of advanced biofuels and protecting or promoting the use 

of corn grain ethanol as an economic industry. There might be a way to avoid this 

tradeoff if crop residue from corn becomes a viable cellulosic ethanol feedstock, but this 

particular fuel pathway was not considered in the analysis because it was not an available 

option in LEM. This is a topic of important further research.  

 

The reason that corn grain ethanol is used by the end of the eChoice Simulator model’s 

run in scenarios 3 and 5 using the GREET and LEM model is because of the RFS. 

Essentially, because these two models score cellulosic ethanol at lower GHG intensity, 

much less is needed to meet the LCFS policy, compared to if the LCFS was being met by 

just corn grain ethanol (this is the phenomenon occurring in about the first six years of 

the LCFS). Therefore, without factoring in the RFS, regulated firms may be blending 5% 
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cellulosic ethanol. The regulated firm must use corn grain ethanol above and beyond that 

percentage in order to be incompliance with the RFS standard of 20% ethanol. This is not 

the case in scenario 4, (using GHGenius). Because over 20% cellulosic ethanol is 

required to meet the LCFS, so the RFS is also met and therefore all corn grain ethanol 

can be eventually replaced with cellulosic ethanol.  

 

There are also important corresponding impacts from the different levels of corn grain 

ethanol use among the LCA models on the average fuel blend price. Different scoring of 

corn grain ethanol by LCA models produces different short term price spikes under the 

LCFS. Higher GHG intensity scores for corn grain ethanol from the LEM and GREET 

model led to a situation in which the LCFS can only be met in the short term through 

greater than 20% corn grain ethanol, which causes a corresponding spike in consumer 

fuel prices. There is a consumer fuel price spike caused by the use of GHGenius, but it is 

delayed and smaller in size. However, GHGenius leads to higher long term prices, 

because the scenario uses the most cellulosic ethanol (which is expensive). In the long 

term, scenarios 3 and 5 do not change the average fuel blend price substantially from 

scenario 1 without an LCFS policy. While cellulosic ethanol is marginally more 

expensive than corn grain ethanol, little is used in these scenarios. Therefore, the major 

contribution of overall ethanol price is from corn grain ethanol blending. As an example 

illustrating this dynamic, one might blend 5% cellulosic ethanol and 15% corn grain 

ethanol to meet both an LCFS and RFS. To meet just an LCFS, one might blend 9% 

cellulosic ethanol (the additional 4% makes up emission reduction achieved from corn 
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grain ethanol when an RFS is in place). This illuminates an interesting conflict in the use 

of the GREET and LEM model between the RFS and LFCS policies. Whether or not 

there is an RFS, the exact same emission reductions would be achieved under an LCFS. 

The difference between the two situations is more cellulosic ethanol would be used to 

make up the lack of corn grain ethanol in the situation without an RFS. In either case, 

emission intensity reductions would be the same, but depending on fuel prices the second 

situation might actually be cheaper for the consumer. Policy makers need to keep in mind 

this tradeoff between using the RFS to continue to encourage the use of corn grain 

ethanol, which will no longer achieve additional GHG emissions reductions and higher 

retail average fuel blend prices. 

 

The cumulative CO2e tracked did not vary significantly between the different models. 

There were minor differences due to different biofuel GHG emission intensity scores that 

have been already discussed. More drastic differences between particular LCA models 

can be seen in relation to how NOx and SOx are tracked. While the LCFS as policy is not 

dependent on these emissions, it is foreseeable that other fuel policies at some future 

point could be formulated to account for these pollutants. There was little agreement 

between the models both in terms of the magnitude of pollutants created in the production 

and use of fuels as well as whether switching from traditional petroleum sources 

increases, decreases, or has little impact. The use of LCA models to estimate pollutants 

generated over the full fuel cycle of fuels likely requires more research to determine why 

there is such significant variance between models.  
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Since each pollutant is different, policy makers may want to select which pollutants are 

most likely to be important in a given context, and have scientists study which model is 

best at accounting for those particular pollutants. In the meantime, policy makers might 

be interested in LCA model differences if a precautionary approach is the goal of 

accounting for the pollutant. Use of GREET results in the highest CO2e intensity, while 

LEM accounts for the least CO2e. LEM resulted in the most NOx emissions, but the least 

SOx emissions. Use of GREET provides the most conservative estimates of NOx 

emissions, and the GHGenius accounts for the greatest amount of SOx emissions. 

 

Finally, LCA models effects job creation. Since assumptions used to generate jobs data 

used in the eChoice Simulator model were dependent on the costs of production, it is not 

surprising to see that as more costly biofuels are used, more jobs are created. However, 

there is one particular item that is of importance for policy makers. In scenarios 3 and 5 

using the GREET and LEM model (Figure 17), more jobs are created over the model 

time period (30 years) compared to scenario 4 using GHGenius. However, the rate of 

increase in cumulative job creation in the GHGenius scenario will likely overtake job 

creation rates in the GREET and LEM scenarios, because of greater cellulosic ethanol 

blending. Policy makers face a choice between short term job creation through short term 

spikes in increased corn grain ethanol use (scenario 3 and 5) and long term more 

substantial cellulosic ethanol use (scenario 4). This tradeoff highlights the broader issue 

of short or long term benefits of policies. 
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Table 14 summarizes the major discussion points from the last two sections. It highlights 

the differences between the estimate impacts of individual LCA models and when no 

LCA model is used in an LCFS policy. While not explicitly stating the major tradeoffs 

discussed, the rankings for each category implicitly highlight the tradeoffs between: 

• Cellulosic ethanol and corn grain ethanol. 

• Low average fuel blend prices and job creation. 

• Precautionary measures of pollutants and less policy restrictive measures. 

• Encouragement of the use of biofuels with particular attributes and general biofuel 

promotion. 

• Simpler CO2e  emission tracking (vehicles) and more equal CO2e emission tracking 

• Cheaper fuels (potentially CTL) and cleaner fuels. 

• Short term and long term impacts on various biofuels, average fuel blend prices, and 

jobs. 
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 Cellulosic 

Ethanol Use

Short Term Corn 

Grain Ethanol

Long Term Corn 

Grain Ethanol

CO2e Emission 

Accounting

NOx Emission 

Accounting

No LCA model Lowest Lowest High Lowest Lowest

GREET Low Medium Low High Low

GHGenius High Low Lowest Medium Medium

LEM Medium High Medium Low High

SOx Emission 

Accounting

Short Term 

Average Gasoline 

Blend Prices

Long Term 

Average Gasoline 

Blend Prices

Short Term Job 

Creation

Long Term Job 

Creation

No LCA model Lowest Lowest Low Lowest Lowest

GREET Medium Medium Low Medium Low

GHGenius High Low High Low High

LEM Low High Low High Medium  

Table 13: Summary of the tradeoff related impacts of using LCA models. 

 

Structural Advantages and Disadvantages of LCA Models 

Each of the three LCA models confer a number of structural advantages and 

disadvantages that also answer the question “What are the implications of the use of LCA 

models or a particular LCA model?” First and simplest is how much of an administrative 

burden would it be to use each of the LCA models. Specifically, LEM exists publicly as a 

manual and not a computerized Excel spreadsheet like the GHGenius and GREET model. 

Working with these models has made it clear how much easier GHGenius and GREET 

are to use and extract information. Additional points of considerations are that GREET 

provides a user interface and GHGenius provides more step by step explanation in the use 

of the spreadsheet. Regulated firms will very likely be performing LCAs using these 

models, as stakeholders they are likely interested in an LCA model that is cheap in terms 

of labor and simple to use to perform LCAs.  
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Next, in terms of temporal capabilities there seems to be some tradeoff between model 

control and model predictive capabilities. LEM and GHGenius model are able to produce 

projections based upon the models’ dynamic construction. However, the user is 

dependent upon the dynamic capabilities of the model regardless of the fact that current 

model versions are somewhat primitive. The user is dependent upon historical data inputs 

to make projects about the future regardless of whether the use agrees with these 

projections. On the other hand, GREET allows greater control of inputs so that while 

future projections can also be created, the user has to have or create data projections for 

the future.  

 

The next issue relates to spatial coverage and is also affected by these different dynamic 

capabilities. Depending upon the LCA model, it can be difficult to produce results 

immediately applicable to the state, region, or nation. For example, LEM only produces 

results for the US as a whole and would not be as useful for producing state or region 

specific results in the US because data sets used to do not incorporate that level of 

definition. GREET while set to provide results for the US on its default settings can 

potentially generate more spatial specific results because of significant control over 

inputs by the user. 

 

The fuel pathways tracked by each model are also of great importance to policy making. 

The three LCA models used in this analysis could incorporate most current fuel 
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production practices and feedstocks. However, policy makers need to look to the future 

and decide whether it is necessary for an LCA model selected for policy to have a 

particular advanced feedstock or fuel production technology that might come into use. 

For example, given the agricultural nature of the state of Minnesota it is conceivable that 

crop residue could be a future feedstock to be used to produce cellulosic ethanol. If that is 

the case, the LEM and GHGenius models that do not contain that feedstock and might not 

be an appropriate selection for a state or region. GREET does account for crop residues 

as a feedstock used to produce cellulosic ethanol. 

 

The scope of pollutants tracked by LCA models is important only to the extent that policy 

makers are interested in a particular pollutant. For example, GHGenius tracks 

hydrofluorcarbons and chlorofluorocarbons unlike the other two LCA models. Whether 

or not this is relevant to policy makers may depend upon the circumstances. These 

particular pollutants have a high GWP (i.e. high contribution to global warming) and 

therefore may have significant impacts on climate (UN IPCC, 2007). However, these 

pollutants may already be regulated and/or tracked (depending on the source) by other 

means through regulation designed to address ozone depletion making their inclusion a 

less important factor.  

 

Finally, selection of an LCA model should consider the data used in the model to produce 

results. Questions about sources and data priority become important, in regards to how 

much LCA model results can be trusted. For example, it should be considered beneficial 
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that the LEM and GHGenius model set out a hierarchy of data sources to rely upon. It is 

clear and transparent what types of data were valued by the builders of the LCA model. 

As an example, The GHGenius considers government sources as more reliable and places 

it as primary sources of data while a literature review and stakeholder input fall farther 

down in the hierarchy. Another consideration is that GREET draws data from a number 

of other models that may be more accurate especially in areas where other data is lacking. 

This may allow the modeling of potential future technologies that might otherwise be 

ignored, and GREET does provide results for a number of technologies that might be 

available in the future. However, the foundation of data built upon a series of models is 

not likely to be very robust.  

 

Table 15 highlights the differences and tradeoffs between LCA model capabilities 

discussed in this section. More context specific tradeoffs along with those explicitly 

shown in the table include: 

• Tracking of particular pollutants or fuel pathways of interest to policy makers 

• User control and spatial definition versus dynamic predictive capabilities 

• Theoretical estimates versus data accuracy/certainty through clear data collection 

methods. 
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GREET GHGenius LEM

Simplicity of Use High High Low

Predictive capabilities Low High High

Control and geographic specificity High Medium Low

Range of fuel pathways High Medium Low

Range of pollutants tracked Low Low High

Certainty in data sources Low High High

Theoretical estimates available 

(i.e. for newer or futuristic 

technologies) High Medium Low

Clear data collection methods Low High High  

Table 14: Summary of tradeoffs associated with LCA models’ capability. 

 

LCFS Stakeholder Perspective 

Various stakeholders within Minnesota will have different perspective on which LCA 

model should be used in a LCFS because of their interests in promoting particular fuels. 

Assuming these groups are aware of the relationship between full fuel cycle emission 

intensity scores produced by LCA models and fuel use under a LCFS, each group will 

want to achieve balance in the score that is produced. For their chosen fuel pathway or 

pathways each group will have to balance the desire for a high emission intensity score 

that may lead to high blending rates and a low emission intensity score that can compete 

with cleaner fuel competitors. If the emission intensity score is too high, competing fuels 

with significantly lower scores will be highly competitive, but the lower the score, the 

less fuel blending is needed to meet the LCFS. 
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The exact preferences of these groups would be difficult to determine because of the 

multiple factors that need to be taken unto account. However, each group would likely 

have an interest in a different model. For example, corn grain growers and the biofuel 

industry would most likely prefer LEM model (or GREET) because the distance between 

the emission intensity score of petroleum fuels and corn grain ethanol is the smallest. 

While the distance between corn grain ethanol and cellulosic ethanol is large, LEM does 

not lead to overwhelming cellulosic ethanol use such as would be the case using the 

GHGenius model. Therefore, corn grain ethanol remains a significant industry. However, 

the petroleum industry would face a tradeoff where if they are concerned about low 

blending rates of corn grain ethanol then the GHGenius it the best option; however, if 

cellulosic ethanol is a desirable option then GREET or LEM is best for low blending 

rates of that particular fuel. 

 

Uncertainty 

There are two primary sources of uncertainty in this analysis. The first primarily impacts 

the results from the eChoice Simulator model for the five scenarios. The eChoice 

Simulator model has a number of input assumptions (besides LCA model full fuel cycle 

emission intensity scores) that are a collection of quantities such as empirical parameters, 

decision variables, value parameters, and model domain parameters (Appendix I). In 

some ways, sources of uncertainty from several of these quantities are not particularly 

important because they were held constant across all three scenarios. In addition, the goal 

was to look at comparative differences rather than assume numerical results were perfect 
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forecasts. Assumptions about empirical parameters, such as the predicted year when 

cellulosic ethanol becomes available and value parameters such as a discount rate, could 

have substantial impacts on the results of this analysis (i.e. different fuel production 

decisions). For example, a larger discount rate will bias the levelized average cost 

calculation towards costs that are incurred closer to the present. This means that the 

levelized average cost of a fuel production technology that has low construction costs, but 

relatively high operation and maintenance costs is likely to be cheaper than a technology 

where the opposite is true. 

 

Most significantly these quantities likely suffer from scientific disagreement about when 

cellulosic ethanol could really be produced on an industrial scale, uncertainty from trying 

to approximate average costs of fuel technology construction when there is a wide array 

of costs depending on variables such as geography, variability over time in volatile costs 

such as the price of oil, and the inevitable imprecision in the studies that produced data 

used as inputs into the eChoice Simulator model. Some assumptions made in the use of 

the eChoice Simulator model attempted to limit these sources of uncertainty by limiting 

variables that were not of interest. For example, the focus of this analysis was not on how 

markets for various fuel feedstocks would impact the state under an LCFS. Therefore, 

quantities that would in reality vary over time, such as the cost of feedstocks like oil and 

coal were held constant. 
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The second source of uncertainty is from LCA models themselves. LCA models are 

essentially a collection of empirical parameters and defined constants (either through 

input data or model structure) (Morgan and Henrion, 1990). The single GHG emission 

intensity score that LCA models produce for a given a fuel pathway given a set of input 

parameters masks the uncertainty inherent within these values. In reality, these scores are 

approximations using system wide averages. As an example, there is likely significant 

variability in the US in how electricity is generated for use in fuel plants. Default input 

data uses an average for the entire US when in reality there is a distribution that may not 

even be normal distributions leading to an average that is biased. LCA model results only 

produce approximations and do not fully reflect this uncertainty. Definitive results such 

as this are useful from a political standpoint since a LCFS requires a concrete point in 

which to enforce the law and law makers prefer. If the policy process was ideal and there 

was infinite time and resources a better way to produce GHG emission intensity scores 

would be to use all three LCA models to characterize in order to reduce statistical 

uncertainty in results. This would be unrealistic from both a technical and political point 

of view; however, greater research into LCA models and quantification of the uncertainty 

of their results would be useful given the general lack of LCA model peer review (Farrell 

et al., 2007) 

 

There are likely other sources of uncertainty associated with input data into the LCA 

models such as systematic error and scientific disagreement, but a full discussion of input 

data used to produce LCA model results is not the focus of this analysis. There are also 
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LCA model domain parameters that theoretically limit the geographic and temporal scope 

of their analysis. In the context of this analysis these are important as features and 

limitations of the models themselves and not directly related to the data used in this 

analysis since a common geographic and temporal time frame were used across the LCA 

models. These are discussed in the following section of this chapter (Morgan and 

Henrion, 1990). 

 

Summary of Discussion 

LCA models can have significant and varied impacts on the transportation sector and 

individual model structure will influence capabilities of each LCA model under an LCFS 

policy. In some cases the development of criteria is obvious given results discussed (i.e. 

administrative feasibility from the discussion about model structure). However, in most 

cases policy makers need to base their LCA model selection process on a combination of 

the goals, values, and circumstances of the situation/area as well as a consideration of the 

policy problem’s boundaries. If policy makers can decide what issues and emissions need 

to be tracked as well as how to weigh the important aspects of LCA model function it can 

become much clearer what LCA model will best fit in a given policy. For example, if the 

state of Minnesota is only interested in promoting a corn grain ethanol industry within the 

state for the long run and reducing the use of outside or foreign energy sources, then the 

use of LCA models in an LCFS policy is not likely to achieve these ends. On the other 

hand, if the goal is to reduce CO2e emissions and provide a transition period for the 
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biofuels industry from corn grain to cellulosic ethanol than either the LEM or GREET 

model would be preferred. 

 

These goals, values, and circumstances can be placed into context using some broadly 

applicable criteria developed from this discussion. These criteria were developed to 

include the consideration of the major tradeoffs outlined in this chapter. These criteria 

are:  

• Applicability: Used to address tradeoffs related to context of specific policy issues. 

• Efficiency: Used to address tradeoffs between policy goals. 

• Administrative Feasibility: Used to address how easy policy would be to administer with 

the LCA model. 

• Transparency/Reliability: Used to assess how transparent results generated are and 

whether or not these results are likely to be judged as reliable by stakeholders given 

that transparency. 

• Equality: Used to assess the treatment of fuel pathways by each LCA model. 

A more detailed explanation of these criteria and their use is outlined in Chapter 7 which 

summarizes the results of this thesis. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Criteria 

Previous chapters have laid out the need for an analysis of LCA models in relation to a 

LCFS, explained the methodology and tools used to perform this analysis, and presented 

results from the analysis. This chapter summarizes the results presented in this paper, 

presents detailed explanations of the use of criteria developed in Chapter 6, and proposes 

suggestions for further research. “Does the measurement of full fuel cycle emissions 

matter practically?” was easily answered, because an LCFS in Minnesota without using 

full fuel cycle emissions has no impact compared to existing policies. However, the use 

of LCA scoring in an LCFS has a substantial impact. Since the distribution of emissions 

associated with fuels along their life cycle are not evenly distributed (as typically 

calculated), the same liquid fuels (e.g. ethanol) produced from a different processes (e.g. 

corn grain ethanol versus cellulosic ethanol) are treated differently when different LCA 

models are used. When full fuel cycle emissions are not a part of governmental policy, all 

liquid fuels of one type (e.g. ethanol) are treated in the same fashion by the LCFS policy. 

The question “What are the implications of the use of LCA models, or a particular LCA 

model?” was also extensively answered in this analysis. The use of LCA models leads to 

changes in biofuel use, average fuel blend prices, jobs, and differences in the accounting 

of various pollutants. In addition, the use of several different LCA models produced 

variations in the magnitude and duration of these impacts. 
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Criteria were developed from the discussion in Chapter 6 to answer the question “Given 

the answers to question two, what criteria can be used to choose the best LCA model for 

use in a particular state, regional or national LCFS policy?” Criteria alone cannot guide 

policy because of the various tradeoffs inherent in the selection of an LCA model. LCA 

model selection should be dictated by the circumstances, as well as the values and goals 

held by the public, policy makers, and stakeholders. There are a number of basic 

questions, that if answered will help policy makers determine which criteria are relevant 

and how to weigh them in the decision making process.  The following is an explanation 

of each criterion, along with questions developed from the discussion section that policy 

makers should answer to assess these criteria: 

• Applicability: Evaluated based on how well an LCA model can be applied to a given state, 

region, or nation and their policy goals.  

o Does the LCA model have the capability to cover the relevant spatial area of the 

study or policy? 

o Does the model need to have a predictive capacity, or is it being used for a 

detailed analysis of the present conditions? 

o What fuel pathways are important? Are the fuel production processes and 

feedstocks currently in use (or likely to be used eventually) contained within the 

model? 

o What pollutants are important? Are the pollutants important only in regards to 

their environmental impact, or are they important in regards to the functioning 

of the policy?  
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• Efficiency: As defined as best way to meet the state’s economic and environmental 

goals. 

o Which biofuels, and what types of biofuels, are important to promote? 

o What tradeoffs between fuel prices, job creation, and biofuel selection are 

acceptable? 

o Is a precautionary approach desirable in the accounting of pollutants? 

o Is general biofuels promotion more important the reducing CO2e? 

o Is it important if these impacts are over the short or long term? 

• Administrative Ease: Evaluated based on how accessible the LCA model is to 

stakeholders.  

o Is it open source, easy to use, and well documented? 

• Transparency/Reliability: Evaluated based on how trusted the results are, both 

empirically and politically. How reliable stakeholders believe the LCA model is, will be 

dependent on the transparency of the results generated. 

o Are there clear data source priorities used in model construction? 

o Is it better for data sources to be reliable and trusted, or theoretical and 

therefore potentially less accurate, but more predictive of future events.  

• Equality: Evaluated based upon the relative treatment of fuels, their production 

processes, and feedstocks. 

o Is the major pollution step on a full fuel cycle basis accounted for in regards to 

each fuel? 

o If one step is accounted for in one fuel pathway, is the equivalent step 

accounted in other fuel pathways? 
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Through the course of this analysis, several shortcomings in the existing information on 

LCA models and the limitations of this analysis have been mentioned. A number of 

topics need continued research, therefore the following are several recommendations 

provided for policy makers and analysts to improve on knowledge about LCA models 

and the LCFS: 

• Greater peer review of existing fuel LCA models is needed, since academic literature is 

lacking. 

• Increased study into the accounting of the non-primary GHGs (compounds other than 

carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide) is needed, as individual LCA model 

estimates vary significantly. 

• Development of better fuel production cost estimates is required, since they have a 

significant impact on decision making by regulated fuel entities. 

• Given difficulties in estimating the actual impacts of a LCFS policy, greater use of models 

incorporating SD would be useful for correcting and clarifying mental models. 

• Given the distribution of the sources of emissions in the full fuel cycle, transportation 

related GHG reducing policy strategies should take full fuel cycle emission intensity into 

account. 

• Additional research into the economic links between corn grain ethanol and cellulosic 

ethanol production as it related to a LCFS is needed. 

• Research into the impacts of a LCFS and LCA models on consumer vehicle decisions. 
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Appendix I – eChoice Simulator Model Exogenous Data 
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Variables and Subscript Unit Data Source

Initial Vehicles by Type in 2000 [gas] Vehicles 2768650 

US Department of Transportation. (2001) 

2000 State Motor-Vehicle Registrations.

Initial Vehicles by Type in 2000 [diesel] Vehicles 2004345 

US Department of Transportation. (2001) 

2000 State Motor-Vehicle Registrations.

Average Vehicle Life [Gas] years 13

Espey, M., Nair, S. (2005). Automobile Fuel 

Economy: What is it Worth?. Contemporary 

Economic Policy, 23(3), 317-323.

Average Vehicle Life [Diesel] years 13

Espey, M., Nair, S. (2005). Automobile Fuel 

Economy: What is it Worth?. Contemporary 

Economic Policy, 23(3), 317-323.

Initial Vehicle Energy Efficiency in 

2000 [Gas]

Miles/trillion 

BTUs/Year 175399032

Bureau of Transportation Statistics. (2007). 

Average Fuel Efficiency of U.S. Passenger 

Cars and Light Trucks.

Initial Vehicle Energy Efficiency in 

2000 [Diesel]

Miles/trillion 

BTUs/Year 175399032

Bureau of Transportation Statistics. (2007). 

Average Fuel Efficiency of U.S. Passenger 

Cars and Light Trucks.

Federal CAFE Standards [Gasoline] Miles/Gallon 27.5

Bureau of Transportation Statistics. (2007). 

Average Fuel Efficiency of U.S. Passenger 

Cars and Light Trucks.

Federal CAFE Standards [Diesel] Miles/Gallon 22.2

Bureau of Transportation Statistics. (2007). 

Average Fuel Efficiency of U.S. Passenger 

Cars and Light Trucks.

Average Time to Build Fuel Technology 

[Refinery] years 1.2 Taff, S. (2009). Personal communication.

Average Time to Build Fuel Technology 

[Coal to Liquids] years 2 Taff, S. (2009). Personal communication.

Average Time to Build Fuel Technology 

[Corn Grain Ethanol] years 1.2 Taff, S. (2009). Personal communication.

Average Time to Build Fuel Technology 

[Cellulosic Ethanol] years 2 Taff, S. (2009). Personal communication.

Average Time to Build Fuel Technology 

[Biodiesel] years 1.2 Taff, S. (2009). Personal communication.

Average Life of Transportation 

Technology [Refinery] years 20 Taff, S. (2009). Personal communication.

Average Life of Transportation 

Technology [Coal to Liquids] years 20 Taff, S. (2009). Personal communication.

Average Life of Transportation 

Technology [Corn Grain Ethanol] years 20 Taff, S. (2009). Personal communication.

Average Life of Transportation 

Technology [Cellulosic Ethanol] years 20 Taff, S. (2009). Personal communication.

Average Life of Transportation 

Technology [Biodiesel] years 20 Taff, S. (2009). Personal communication.  
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Initial Transportation Technology 

Production in 2000 [Refinery] trillion BTUs/Year 127.18

Energy Information Administration. (2001). 

Monthly Refinery Report.

Initial Transportation Technology 

Production in 2000 [Coal to Liquids] trillion BTUs/Year 0 N/A

Initial Transportation Technology 

Production in 2000 [Corn Grain 

Ethanol] trillion BTUs/Year 16.72

Minnesota Department of Agriculture. 

(2006). Minnesota Ethanol: Production, 

Consumption, and Economic Impact.

Initial Transportation Technology 

Production in 2000 [Cellulosic Ethanol] trillion BTUs/Year 0 N/A

Initial Transportation Technology 

Production in 2000 [Biodiesel] trillion BTUs/Year 1.67 Taff, S. (2009). Personal communication.

Years to Fully Change Fuel Availability Year 20 Assumption by the author.

Transportation Technology Availability 

Start Date [Refinery] year 2000 N/A

Transportation Technology Availability 

Start Date [Coal to Liquids] year 2011

Kreutz, T.G., Larson, E.D., Liu, G., Williams, 

R.H. (2008). Fischer-Tropsch Fuels from Coal 

and Biomass. Princeton Environmental 

Institute. 25th Annual International 

Pittsburgh Coal Conference.

Transportation Technology Availability 

Start Date [Corn Grain Ethanol] year 2000 N/A

Transportation Technology Availability 

Start Date [Cellulosic Ethanol] year 2016 Taff, S. (2009). Personal communication.

Transportation Technology Availability 

Start Date [Biodiesel] year 2000 N/A

Transportation Investment Discount 

Rate N/A 0.08 Taff, S. (2009). Personal communication.

Transportation Technology 

Construction Costs Array [Refinery]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs 20000000.00 Taff, S. (2009). Personal communication.

Transportation Technology 

Construction Costs Array [Coal to 

Liquids]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs 37202381

National Renewable Energy Laboratory. 

(2007). Baseline Technical and Economic 

Assessment of a Commercial Scale Fischer-

Tropsch Liquids Facility. DOE/NETL-

2007/1260.

Transportation Technology 

Construction Costs Array [Corn Grain 

Ethanol]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs 29605263

Tiffany, D. G., Taff, S. (2008). Current and 

Future Ethanol Production Technologies: 

Costs of Production and Rates of Return on 

Invested Capital. Prepared for Woodrow 

Wilson Center Conference Biofuels in the 

Midwest.

Transportation Technology 

Construction Costs Array [Cellulosic 

Ethanol]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs 64473684

Tiffany, D. G., Taff, S. (2008). Current and 

Future Ethanol Production Technologies: 

Costs of Production and Rates of Return on 

Invested Capital. Prepared for Woodrow 

Wilson Center Conference Biofuels in the 

Midwest.

Transportation Technology 

Construction Costs Array [Biodiesel]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs 16528926

Ginder, R. 2004. “Evaluating Biodiesel as a 

Value-Added Opportunity.” Agricultural 

Marketing Resource Center, Iowa State 

University, Ames, IA.  
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Transportation Technology Operation 

and Maintenance Costs Array 

[Refinery]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs 2000000 Taff, S. (2009). Personal communication.

Transportation Technology Operation 

and Maintenance Costs Array [Coal to 

Liquids]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs 2184238

National Renewable Energy Laboratory. 

(2007). Baseline Technical and Economic 

Assessment of a Commercial Scale Fischer-

Tropsch Liquids Facility. DOE/NETL-

2007/1260.

Transportation Technology Operation 

and Maintenance Costs Array [Corn 

Grain Ethanol]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs 8092105

Tiffany, D. G., Taff, S. (2008). Current and 

Future Ethanol Production Technologies: 

Costs of Production and Rates of Return on 

Invested Capital. Prepared for Woodrow 

Wilson Center Conference Biofuels in the 

Midwest.

Transportation Technology Operation 

and Maintenance Costs Array 

[Cellulosic Ethanol]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs 6407895

Tiffany, D. G., Taff, S. (2008). Current and 

Future Ethanol Production Technologies: 

Costs of Production and Rates of Return on 

Invested Capital. Prepared for Woodrow 

Wilson Center Conference Biofuels in the 

Midwest.

Transportation Technology Operation 

and Maintenance Costs Array 

[Biodiesel]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs 1793388

Ginder, R. 2004. “Evaluating Biodiesel as a 

Value-Added Opportunity.” Agricultural 

Marketing Resource Center, Iowa State 

University, Ames, IA.

Transportation Technology Feedstock 

Costs Array [Refinery]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs 3448276

Energy Information Agency. (2000). U.S. Coal 

Supply, Dispositions, and Prices, 1997-2000.

Transportation Technology Feedstock 

Costs Array [Coal to Liquids]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs 560000

Energy Information Agency. (2000). Monthly 

World Oil Prices, 1976 - 2000.

Transportation Technology Feedstock 

Costs Array [Corn Grain Ethanol]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs 10070302

Tiffany, D. G., Taff, S. (2008). Current and 

Future Ethanol Production Technologies: 

Costs of Production and Rates of Return on 

Invested Capital. Prepared for Woodrow 

Wilson Center Conference Biofuels in the 

Midwest.

Transportation Technology Feedstock 

Costs Array [Cellulosic Ethanol]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs 13187200

Tiffany, D. G., Taff, S. (2008). Current and 

Future Ethanol Production Technologies: 

Costs of Production and Rates of Return on 

Invested Capital. Prepared for Woodrow 

Wilson Center Conference Biofuels in the 

Midwest.

Transportation Technology Feedstock 

Costs Array [Biodiesel]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs 17709563

Ginder, R. 2004. “Evaluating Biodiesel as a 

Value-Added Opportunity.” Agricultural 

Marketing Resource Center, Iowa State 

University, Ames, IA.

Federal Fuel Feedstock Taxes or 

Subsidies [Corn Grain Ethanol]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs -4.38E+06 Volumetric Ethanol Excise Tax Credit (policy)

Federal Fuel Feedstock Taxes or 

Subsidies [Cellulosic Ethanol]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs -8.76E+06 Volumetric Ethanol Excise Tax Credit (policy)

Federal Fuel Feedstock Taxes or 

Subsidies [Biodiesel]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs -8.76E+06 Volumetric Ethanol Excise Tax Credit (policy)

Full Fuel Cycle Emissions

Metric Tons 

CO2e/Trillion 

BTUs N/A LCA Model Outputs

Initial Price of Fuel Blend [Gasoline]

dollar/trillion 

BTUs 1.28E+07

Energy Information Administration. (2000). 

Weekly Retail Gasoline and Diesel Prices.

Initial Price of Fuel Blend [Diesel]

dollar/trillion 

BTUs 1.78E+07

Energy Information Administration. (2000). 

Weekly Retail Gasoline and Diesel Prices.  
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Federal and NonFederal Fuel Energy 

Based Taxes or Subsidies [GasolineLF]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs 5.02E-08

Energy API. (2009). April 2009 Notes to State 

Motor Fuel Excise Tax Report.

Federal and NonFederal Fuel Energy 

Based Taxes or Subsidies  [EthanolLF]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs 5.02E-08

Energy API. (2009). April 2009 Notes to State 

Motor Fuel Excise Tax Report.

Federal and NonFederal Fuel Energy 

Based Taxes or Subsidies  [DieselLF]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs 5.71E-08

Energy API. (2009). April 2009 Notes to State 

Motor Fuel Excise Tax Report.

Federal and NonFederal Fuel Energy 

Based Taxes or Subsidies  [BiodieselLF]

Dollars/Trillion 

BTUs 5.71E-08

Energy API. (2009). April 2009 Notes to State 

Motor Fuel Excise Tax Report.

Fuel Demand Elasticity N/A -0.30 Taff, S. (2009). Personal communication.

Initial Vehicle Miles Traveled

Miles/(Year*Vehic

le) 11889.60

Energy Information Administration. (2001). 

Average Vehicle-Miles Traveled by Vehicle 

Type.

Corn Availability Trillion BTUs/Year 2098.88

United States Department of Agriculture. 

(2001). Crop Production 2000 Summary.

Coal Availability Trillion BTUs/Year 27689.15

Energy Information Administration. (2007). 

Coal Production, 1949-2007.

Soybeans Availability Trillion BTUs/Year 313.76

Soy Stats. (2007). U.S. Soybean Oil 

Production, 1982-2007. American Soybean 

Association.

North American Oil Availability Trillion BTUs/Year 22886.07

Energy Information Administration. (2009). 

Petroleum (Oil) Production.

Foreign Oil Availability Trillion BTUs/Year 122117.07

Energy Information Administration. (2009). 

Petroleum (Oil) Production.

Grass Availability Trillion BTUs/Year 22860.05

United States Department of Agriculture. 

(2001). Crop Production 2000 Summary. 

(change over from corn)

Transportation Technology Jobs per 

Trillion BTUs [Refinery] Jobs/Trillion BTUs 4.00

Stanton, T. Personal Communication on 

Febuary 3. (Dummy data generated based 

on higher cost technologies for the most 

part in the transportation sector generating 

more jobs.

Transportation Technology Jobs per 

Trillion BTUs [Coal to Liquids] Jobs/Trillion BTUs 4.04

Stanton, T. Personal Communication on 

Febuary 3. (Dummy data generated based 

on higher cost technologies for the most 

part in the transportation sector generating 

more jobs.

Transportation Technology Jobs per 

Trillion BTUs [Corn Grain Ethanol] Jobs/Trillion BTUs 10.38

Stanton, T. Personal Communication on 

Febuary 3. (Dummy data generated based 

on higher cost technologies for the most 

part in the transportation sector generating 

more jobs.

Transportation Technology Jobs per 

Trillion BTUs [Cellulosic Ethanol] Jobs/Trillion BTUs 10.75

Stanton, T. Personal Communication on 

Febuary 3. (Dummy data generated based 

on higher cost technologies for the most 

part in the transportation sector generating 

more jobs.

Transportation Technology Jobs per 

Trillion BTUs [Biodiesel] Jobs/Trillion BTUs 7.68

Stanton, T. Personal Communication on 

Febuary 3. (Dummy data generated based 

on higher cost technologies for the most 

part in the transportation sector generating 

more jobs.  
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